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• Murray Bass Masters
hold first 'Buddy' tourney

Lanning defends
Memphis title

See slot, on page 2

Kentucky Press AssoCiation
announces contest Winners

.Sett-st()r.
‘ on ,)age 111

.See story on page 2 -
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Woodmen dedicate
Hurray youth,camp

$9 BILLION MEMBER - Woodmen of the
World President Nick T. Newberry presents
Benjamin Kelly, 11, with a certificate for being
the recipient of the insurance policy which put

WOW over the 89 billion mark. .1amie ‘%asher.
left, who wrote the policN. and
Benjamin's father, Ito+ on

Murrayan Enix is selected
to Democratic committee
From staff, AP reports
Democrats from across the
state gathered in Frankfort
Saturday for the Kentucky
Democrat Conveption. Edward
M. Coleman, Frankfort, was
hired as the new chairman of the
part replacing Joe Prather who
resigned last month....._
_
Murrayan Z.C. Enix -attended
the convention where he chaired
representatives from Kentucky's 1st Congressional
District and was also selected as
a member of the party central

Orange suit
dismissed
by judge
NEW YORK(AP)- A federal
judge today threw but a lawsuit
against the federal government
by thousands of Vietnam
veterans who claim they were
injured by the herbicide Agent
Orange.
U.S. District Judge Jack B.
Weinstein, who last month prodded the veterans into _a. $180
million settlement with seven
chemical companies, said the
courts determined more than
two years ago that the law bars
such claims by the veterans
against Washington.

Ledger gets
five awards
The Murray Ledger &
Times received five honors
during the annual Kentucky
Press Association awards
ceremonies Saturday in
Clarksville, Ind. Among those
awards the Ledger 8e Times
was recognized for were:
tiara- plate, Sports Page;
cond place, LocilIT NOWTP7ture ; second place Local
Feature Picture; third places
Local Sports Picture; and se-*
cond place, Special Edition Qr
Section. For additional
listings, see story on page

committee.
Enix, who was out of town this
morning and could not be reached for comment, is a member of
the Calloway County
Democratic Party and has served as chairman of its executive
committee for several years.
_ .0a IWA.Y.,..__C.aulttia.n Carl.
-Durha m reported today that a
total of 18 representatives from
Calloway County attended the
convention.
A Frankfort real estate agent.
Coleman has been hired as the
new chairman of the state
Democratic Party, replacing
Prather who resigned unexpectedly last month.
Coleman had been rumored as
the choice of Gov. Martha Layne
Collins for more than a week,
but the governor kept her clec4i.,
sion a secret until Saturday's
Kentucky Democratic Party
convention at the Capital Plaza
Civic Center.

Hut other party factions urged
the adoption of the rules, including a provision thaj
establishes a committee to
review awl adopt new ones.

('ailing it "a great day for
West Kentucky woodcraft," national Woodmen of the World
President Nick T. Newberry
dedicated the West Kentucky
Woodmen of the World Youth
Camp and Resort Saturday.
Some 125 people circled the
swimming pool of the new camp
in the hot afternoon sun, as
Newberry, state manager
James Schwartz, and others officially dedicated the site on
'tr.& 641 North. The 13-acre ,
camp will open June 11 as an encampetent, site ,for Woodmen
-4ani4 Youth of.ages 8-15. It will
se'rve the 38 counties and"46
youth lodges of the Woodmen's
West Kentucky region.
The ceremony also offered occasion to recognize Murray's
Jamie Washer, a Woodmen life
insurance representative, and
James B. Kelly and his son Benjamin. The policy on Benjamin
which Washer sold to the Kellys
put the Woodmen-S -total policy
sales over $9 billion.
Woodmen and dignitaries
from Kentucky and surrounding
states were on hand to see the
materialization of a project that
quickly became reality from a
dream,_Schwartz_eyrt ned._ At
last year's Woodmen state convention in Lexington, Schwartz
talked to the West Kentucky
caucus about haying a camp
site. He said he thought it would
be "a great idea to pursue -a
dream of building a youth
camp."

fraternalism, patriotism, sportA committee was appointed to
look into the idea, Schwartz
smanship and leadership," and
"gain insight into the imporsaid. Shortly after returning to
tance of preserving resources,"
Murray, he was informed by
he said.
realtor Glenda Smith about the
It,is appropriate the camp is
site on N. 641, formerly the Murlocated in Murray, Newberry
ray Tennis Club. The committee
added, for "Murray and
became a board of directors,
Calloway County have long been
and by June of last year the
known as the cradle of Kentucky
Woodmen owned the site,
woodcraft." He noted 'the imporSchwartz said.
tant roles played by Auburn T.
A pool, bath house, hall and
tennis courts .
Wells, a Woodmen director and
were already in
place. Four cabins, built by Guy
attorney from 1932 to 1946; Max
Hurt, who was on the board 17
Cunningham, fifty bunks 'With
years. and.: Bufoxyi_. 1-inrt: and
100 beds,'and renovations of existing buildings were added. The . George Rayburn. a board
member more than 10 years and
camp also has an archery and riformer executive vice president.
fle•range, and will have a softball field by its opening.
You here in West ,Kentucky
can take immense pride in this
Jamie Bennett will be camp
beautiful new facility,,"
manager with a full-time staff.
Newberry told the group.
Dorothy McClure and Pat Cantrell will provide the cafeteria
Woodmen of the World is an
insurance society and fraternal
food, and Ralph Buchanan is the
organization. Families who buy
camp's maintenance man.
Woodmen policies are entitled to
. The camp's summer season
the orgnization's benefits, stich
will extend through the second
as attending its youth camps.
week of August, with the week of
July 4 off.
Schwartz gave his appreciation to several people who contributhd to the construction of
the camp. David Cunningham
installed the public address
system, Harold Douglas put in
wiring, Harold Hurt helped with
the legal affairs, Ralph McCuiston contributed dozer and
PASCHALL. N.C. t API grading work, Red Willoughby
Shotgun-toting officers stood
provided clean-up help with his
guard along country roads today
truck, and Alan Rose helped
as authorities sifted through
with painting and cleaning.
leads in the hunt for'few con.
Also, Roger McCoy of
victed murderers who escaped
Glascow, Mitchell Dawson of
from Virginia's Death Row four
Hopkinsville, Richard Gordon of
days ago. ,
Nor tonyille. and - several.
At daybreak,-authorities were
members of- the Woodmen ingoing back into 1,500 densely
surance field force contributed
wooded acres along Lake
labor.
Gaston, on the North Carolina-Prominent Woodmen in attenVirginia state line.
dance included Max Hurt,
Through' the night, pairs of
former executive vice president,
armed officers waited along
Stella Hurt, and state Senator
three roads bordering the site
Pat McCuiston, former jurisdicnear Paschall, a town of 400.
tional president. Several out-of"We've at least got them runnstate Woodmen also attended,
ing," said Max Powell, a
including one from Princeton,
spokesman for the North
North Carolina.
Carolina Department of Crime
The group gave special honors
Control and Public Safety. "And
to H.C. Crady and his wife, of
if we've got them running, I
Eddyville, for their contribubelieve we can get them
tions, and dedicated- the main
eventually."
meeting hall in his name.
James Harmon, part president of the' Kentucky jurisdic,
- •
tion, who along with Sthwartz
applications_
takng
i
purchased two camp buses in
The Murray Area Vocational
Missouri. said June 6 marks the
Education Center is still taking
Woodmen's 94th anniversary.
applications for its 1984-85 PracSince Newberry was elected natical Nursing Class. Thk. class
tional president in 1967, the
will begin on August 1 and runorganization has grown by more
through June 30, 1985.
than six times, Harmon said.
Interested students should
Newberry. of Omaha, Neb.,
contact the Vocational Center at
said the camp will offer youth
753-1870, for more information.
,"an opportunity to develop
or visit the school to pick up an
lifelong friendships and discover
application packet. Applicants
the, values of belonging to our
must be high school graduates
Woodman family." Camp youth
or have the G.E.D. equivalency.
wil learn the "importance of

Authorities
continue hunt
for escapees

oeational Center

However, U.S. Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston broke the
news, applauding Coleman's
selection even before Mrs. Collins had made the announcement. A little while later, the
nomination was approved
unanimously by the convention
delegtes.
Polly Vicars of Lexington was
selected vice chairman of the
-party. •
- In a short speech to the convention, Mrs. Collins tried to
squelch rumors that she was the
reason behind Prather's
resignation.
"In spite of what you read or
what you hear, Joe Prather is
my friend," Mrs. Collins said.
"Joe will be a difficult man to
replace as we approach
November."
Also in her speech, Mrs. Collins took several shots at the
Reagan administration and
Republicans in general. And she
urged her Democrats to prepare
for a victory in the fall elections
by ke@ping together.
The convention, she said.
"must set a tone of unity."
Billye Pope of Lexington spoiled that unity briefly by questioning a section in, the proposed
-nurfv
. bylaws that would allow -490,•4;
•
•
--Der'
0i-aira•—=-..CAatttgithAN.L.Strnl'aWteItefig.r4461atitik Metutight*.n.L.
cloapt.":r ot the I nittsd Daughters of the ton!
ecutive Committee to amend or
tederaes place ;I IA 11';11h on the('4114(4h -rate-statue at the. courtsadopt bylaws'without the apquart.. satrita • (Antederate Nieniorial Day. Those resent for
proval of the convention.,
the cereivioti include (from left ) Sirs. Leonard- Vaughn. Sirs.
"You will have the authority
callott a% County,'Index Executive. George
tdritis
to do whatever you want to with
NIr.. lolin I i‘l-sa,‘ and Sirs. liner (laxton,
presi
this party over the next four
(Ient. I h.. I I1)4
ilk, has sponsored the eert•t))))) since 191:...
years" she complained after
' shift photo Ii Jennie twrdon
moving to diete that section

today's index
One Section - II
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Mike Royko Say.
Murrtt Toila \
Obitua
Perspective
Sports'
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Tim*, by 5:30 p.m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m - Saturday..
are urged to call 753-1916 betv.een 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

SUNNY
Today: Mostly sunny and
warm. Highs 85 to 90. South
. winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of
'thunderstorms. Lows 65 to 76.
South %%rinds 5 to 15 mph.
Tuesday: Partly cloudy
(1.- Warm with a 34t pergegt.,.,

_
Highs in the upper 8fis and
lower 90s. South winds 10 to 20
mph.
1.1:‘ ELS
lentticky Lake
Harkley Lake
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Kentucky Press Association cites
several newspapers for excellence
•

It %ss itt MEV I% IN N ERS - The father and
uii tea in of Torn and Bob snew
Calvert City.
captured 'first place honors Sunday afternoon in
The %Iiirra Rass Masters 'Buddy' Tournainent
hentuck% Lake. Some I58 participants took
in the two-tilt% e% en! 6i-sponsored by the
1'0% e recreational complex on Jonathan
Me smi%%,.. beat - out the -second place

CLARKSVILLE, Ind. (AP) The Winchester Sun, The
Gleaner of Henderson and the
Lexington Herald-Leader
received awards for general excellence from the Kentucky
Press Association.
The newspapers were cited
during an awards ceremony
Saturday at the group's summer
convention here.
Winchester was the winner in
Class I among daily newspapers
followed by the Glasgow Daily
Times and the Middlesboro Daily News.
In Class II, The Gleaner led,
followed -b-y -The -N
Enterprise of Elizabethtown and
The Somerset CommonwealthJournal.
The Herald-Leader won out in
Class III over .the Messenger-

II

finishers by one ounce to grab the $2.500 first
place cash prize. •Pictured above (standing on
the platform) are Lyle t nderwood. left, president of the local club and Don Moore. owner of
Pirate's Cove. The Snows are shown standing in
the foreground.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

!

-tail-en City team wins first place
in Bass Masters.Buddy Tournament
A two-man team of Tom Snow
.ind, Rob Snow. Calvert City.
zipt u red first place and $2.500 in
s

-

Blood River Bass
Buddy Tournament
The Snows finished the

`.11Wers'

'wo day event with a total
•tt
14 plifki,,es,„Prily
Inc ounce separated the first
did second place Whiners,.
The weekend of fishing was
-;ponsored by the local club and
7he Pirate's Cove recreational
omplex located- on Jonathan
creek in Marshall County.
The tourney, currently slated
be an annual event, drew a
t•Ield of 79 boats with 158 par• :cipants competing. Loca!
1.Aliernien from Calloway and
mars- hall Counties and others

from as far away as South
Carolina and Waco, Texas took
part in the event.
According to Lyle Underwood,
president of the club, the tournament paid cash prizes to the first •
eight finishers pjus a "Big
Bass- catch for both Saturday
and Suncia.y,
-, Winners* were based On the
total weight per boat for the two
days. Snow, and his son, also
lead the field at weigh-in time
Saturday.
Other finishers in the tournament included:
Second place - Lee
Faunteroy,:Greenville, and Joe
DeMoss, Paducah, 49.13
Third place - L.J. Hendon,
Murray, and Rodney Tidwell,
Murray, 48.14
Fourth place - Bill
Schroeder, Paducah, and Bill

Schroeder, Paducah, 47.5.
Fifth place - Tony Gordon,
Cadiz, and Rain Brandon, Hendon, 46.15.
Sixth place - Douglas
Caskey, Madisonville, and Tommy McManus, Morton Gap, 46.1
Seventh place - Ray Griffy,
Drextvr, Mu., and Jeff Fransker,
Sikesten, Mo., 45.4
Eighth place - Thomas
Broadfoot, La Center, and
William Kelly, Wickliffe, 39.13.
The "Big Bass" awards were
presented tp the teams of
DeMoss and Faunteroy for a
catch of 6.15 17i lbs. Saturday and
the team of Price and Houchins
with a catch of 7 lbs. Sunday.
The first place money was
presented to the Snows by
Pirate's Cove
owner Don
Moore.
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KWW plans annual meeting
for June 19 at Riverfront Inn
The Kentucky's Western
Waterland Annual Meeting will
be held at the Executive Inn
Riverfront in Paducah on June
19.
This year's expanded program begins at 5:30 p.m. with an
open reception, followed by the
banquet at 6:30 p.m.
Entertainment during the
reception will be provided by
Murray State University with
"Sing Out, Kentucky." Gene
Childress, from Kentucky State
University, will offer the banquet keynote address in his unique and entertaining style. Congressman 'Carroll Hubbard is
expected to present the member
of the year award.
Highlighting this-years eventwill be a dance at p.m., featuring Lonnie Lester and the Midas
Touch. This excellent show band

a

Tobacco barn
is destroyed
A tobacco barn on the Outland
Schoolhouse Road was
destroyed by fire late Sunday
afternoon.
,The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded between 6 and 7 p.m. with two
trucks and seven men, but the
barn was totally engulfed by
flame when they arrived, said
firefighter Chuck Betts. The
owner of the barn was unknown,
he said. It was located about two
miles down the road from Ky.
280.

Mayfield CPA is
society president
Barbara M. Diamond, a
Mayfield certified public account/tat,-bas been sleeted presi-

dent of the West
.Kentucky
Chapter of the Kentucky Society
of Certified Public Accountants.
Diamond,of the Mayfield CPA
firm, Commas), Bryan & Watts,
will assume her office at the
Society's Annual meeting this
month at the Lodge of the Four
Seasons in Lake Ozark,
Missouri. She is a resident of
Marshall County, graduated
from Murray State University in
1979 and received her CPA certificate in 1981.
Other 1984-85 officers include
Rick W. Williams, Reed & Co.,
CPAs in Princeton, as
President-Elect; Scott V.
Wright, Pierce & Wright, CPAs
in Murray, as Secretary and
Laverne L. Davis, Schuette &
Taylor, CPAs in Paducah, as
Treasurer. Williams, in addition
to serving as President-Elect,
will also serve as the Chapter
Director on the Kentucky Society of CPAs' Board of Directors.-

69
79
9
1

2 LITER

EXTRA SAVINGS WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE
BONUS NO. 2
GRADE A MEDIUM

EGGS ''''--

69 Doz.39
.

4 PAK.

WITH 1 FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

Three programs -44"senger
available for
Cubs, Vi ebelos
Boys registered in Cub Scouts
and Webelos Scouting will
able to participate in three different programs this summer.
An overnight camping trip with
their mother or father at Camp
Roy C. Manchester on Kentucky
Lake is scheduled for Friday
and Saturday, June 8 and 9.
Canoe, swimming, horseback
riding and crafts are all included in this program.
•
A week long day camp is planned for Paducah, Murray, and
Benton June 11-15; Fulton and
Mayfield June 18-22; and in
Metropolis June 19-21.* The
Scouts will make crafts, practice BB marksmanship and
make something similar to a
giant banana split at the end of
the week.
The third program is a week
long camp for Webelos Cub
Scouts at Camp Roy C. Manchester the weeks of June 10-24.
Each Webelos will learn the skill
in seven Webelos activity
badges; swimming, marksmanship, horsmanship and a variety
of activities are a part of this
program.
Registration forms may be obtained at the Council Office at
825 Joe Bryan Drive, phone
443-6461, or by mail Post Office
Box 7033, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

ve

Dexter man hurt
in Sunday %%red(
Bobby W. Ford, 43, of Dexter
was listed in serious condition
Monday morning from injuries
he received in an accident early
Sunday morning.
According to Kentucky State
Police, Ford was driving on
Kentucky 121 310 of a mile north
of the Carlisle County line at 6
a.m., when he fell asleep and his
car went off the road. He was
taken to Mayfield Community
Hospital and transferred to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah,
where he was in intensive care
Monday morning.

It's true. We could tell you all about the
smooth, easy tilt-and-swivel action of
Samsonite's new Swivel Rocker. We could
explain about the careful design engineering
that makes it so deep down comfortable. But to
fully appreciate the comfort and relaxing
action, you really have to experience it. Come
in and we'll let Samsonite's new Swivel Rocker
do the talking!
•'Contoured for full support
• Stay-cool, rust resistant Samson-Garde
frame coating
• Cool, open weave Super-Tuffe fabric• Perfect matchmates-Swivel Rocker,
Ottoman, Side.Table
• A blitutiful...?villyon.to
msonite's Classic
ion
:•• ,
Body grov-•44rFeArec

c

16 OZ. LOAF

ciaitark

comes from Indianapolis, and is
known throughout the state of
Indiana.
All persons-related to, or interested in, the tourism industry
are invited to attend. Cost is
$16.50 per person, and reservations should be made by contacting the Kentucky's Western
Waterland office, Route 1,
Grand Rivers, KY 42045 (phone
362-4282). Deadline for reservations is Thursday, June 14.

Dally-Claaa
General Excellence
1 The I Henderson I Gleaner. 2 The
(Elizabethtown) News-Enterprise 3. The
I Somerset) Commonwealth-Journal.
TYPeltraPSY
1 The News-Enterprise 2. The Gleaner 3 The
*Commonwealth-Journal Honorable Mention (Bowling Green I Daily News'
Community Service
1 Ths4 Commonwealth-Journal 2 The
Gleaner
Freedom of Information
1 The Commonwealth-Jou:.nal 2 The
( Madisonitille I Messenger 3 The Gleaner
Front Page
The Commonwealth-Journal. 2 The
Gleaner 3. Kentucky New Era i Hopkinsefile )
Honorable Mention - The News-Enterprise
Editorial Page
1. The News-Enterprise 2 The Gleaner. 3
Kentucky New Era Honorable Mention - The
Newspaper Promotion
I
I tie) The News-Enterprise, The
Commonwealth-Journal. 2. Daily News. 3. The
Gleaner
Sports Page
1. The Gleaner. 2. The Commonwealth.
Journal 3. The 1Danville Advocate-Messenger
Honorable Mention - Daily News.
Lifestyle
Page •
-1. •Tlit-Pk•wil-Enterprise. -2.T.The-Matinee
( tier The Commonwealth-Journal, Kentucky
New Era. Honorable Mention - The AdvocateMessenger.
Local News Pictures
1. The Gleaner,!. The News-Enterprise. 3 The
Commonwealth-Journal Honorable Mention Kentucky New Era Hopkinsville ).
Local Feature Pictures
•_
1.• The News-Enterprise. 2.- The Gleaner 3
(Bowling Green I Daily News Honorable Mention - The Commonwealth-Journal
Local Sports Picture
I. Kentucky New Era. 2 The Commonwealth
Journal. 3. The News-Enterprise.
Special Edition or Sectioe
1.The Gleaner 2. The Advocate-Messenger 3
Kentucky New Era. Honorable Mention - The
Messenger. The Commonwealth-Journal
Original Ad Idea
1. The News-Enterprise 2 The Gleaner 3 The
Kentucky New Era.
Display Advertising
1. Daily News. 2. The Gleaner 3 The NewsEnterprlie. • Honorable Mention - The
Coiremonwealth.-Journal

Daily-Class Ill
General Excellence
1 Lexington Herald-Leader 2 Owensboro
Messenger-Inquirer 3 The ( Ashland! Daily In
dependent.
TY1)0STaPhy
1 Herald-Leader 2. Messenger-Inquirer
Community Service
1. Messenger-Inquirer
Freedom of Information -Honorable Mention - Herald-Leader
Front Page
1 Messenger-Inquirer 2 Herald-Leader 3
The Daily Independent.
Editorial Page
i The Daily Independent 2 MessengerInquirer. 3. Herald-Leader
Newspaper Premotion
1 Herald-Leader. 2. Messenger-Inquirer
Spoils Page
Herald-Leader 2. Messenger-Inquirer.
Lifestyle Page
I. Herald-Leader 2 Messenger-Inquirer 3
The Daily Independent.
Local News Pictures
1 Herald-Leader 2. Messenger-Inouirer
Local Feature Pictures
1 Herald-Leader 2. Messenger-Inquirer
1 Messenger-cal
lnqu
SiP
ren.
r. 27H
ee
tur
ri7d-Leader.
Special Edition of Section
1. Herald-Leader 2. Messenger-Inquirer. 3
The Daily Independent
Original Ad idea
1. Herald-Leader 2 Messenger-Inquirer
Display Advertising
1 Herald-Leader 2 Messenger-Inquirer.

,( Correction
A photo cutline in Saturday's
Business.-News in Brief incorrectly identified Lassiter
Plaster contractor Ben Hogancamp as Richard Knight.
Hogancamp and Knight were
recognized recently for work
performed on the Executive Inn
In Paducah.

ACTION
SPEAKS
LOUDER
THAN WORDS

71/2 OZ.

PEPSI-DIET PEPSI
MT. DEW

BONUS NO. 1

Daily-(lass I
General Excellence
winch...ter Sun, 2. gi_suAmi. Daily
Tim
"3
(Middlesboro) Daily News
TYPairaPSY
1. Winchester Sun 2 Daily News. S. Glasgow
DailyTImps
-.
CornrotialifSer-Vice
Honorable Mention:- The (Maysville 1 LodgerIndependent

Freedom of latormatioa
Honorable Mention
pw
Winchester
Front
• 1 Winchester Sun 2 Daily News 3 Fulton
Daily Leader
Editorial Page
1 Winchester Sun 2 Daily News 3 Fulton
Daily Leader. Honorable Mention - Glasgow
Times.
Pan!
Newspaper Promotion
Glesgow Daily Times 2 Fulton Daily
Lealler. 3. Winches
stpo
ern
tun.
ra
ge
1. The Ledger-Independent 2 Winchester Sun
3. The Murray Ledger & Times
Lifeetyle Page
1 Winchester Sun 2. Daily News.
Local New,Pictures
1. Winchester Sun. 2. The Murray Ledger &
Times. 9. Full°, Daily Leader. Honorable Mention - Daily News
Local Feature Pictures
I Winchester Sun 2 The Murray Ledger k
Times. 3 Glasgow Deily Times
Local Sports Picture*
1 Glasgow Daily Times. 2 Winchester Sun 3.
The Murray Ledger & Times Honorable Mention - Daily News
Special Edition or Section - I The Ledger-Independent. 2. The Murray
Ledger& Timet"3,-Winchester Sion. Hotibreble
Mention - The Ledger-Independent_
Original Ad Idea
I. Winchester Sun. 2. Fulton Daily Leader 3
Glasgow Daily Times.
Display Advertaing
1. Glasgow Daily Times. 2. Winchester Sun 3.
Fulton Daily Leader.

LB.

GENERIC
POTATO CHIPS

BIG JOHN
BREAD

Inquirer of Owensboro and The
Daily Independent of Ashland.
Class I newspapers include
those with circulations up to
10,000, Class II papers have circulaticins between 10,000 and
25,000 and Class III are papers
with 'circulations of more than
25,000.
The KPA held a joint summer
convention with the Hoosier
Press Association.
Here is a list of the winners
among newspapers and the
order in which they finished:

WITH 1 FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

-

BONUS NO. 3
PURE 5 LB.

SUGAR

88;

0 Samsonite4
FURNITURE

WITH 1,FILLED
BONUS CERTIFICATE

-s 1 3995-

PURDOMS INC.
202 S. 5th

753-4872
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royko says

Court faces
internment issue

-rtit

A federal judge has ruled that the statute of.
limitations has run out for Americans interned in
relocation camps in World War II to sue for
damages.
This is a blow for all Americans who prize their
citizenship, and specially for the Japanese
Americans and Aleutian Islanders who were
taken from their homes after Pearl Harbor and
forced to live in camps. Sixty thousand of these
internees have survived, and there is no statute
of limitations to their humiliation and suffering.
They had sued for $24 billion in compensation
for losses, arguing that the government willfuliSr
omitted evidence of v:>rdngdoitig when the inter:
ment was questioned before the courts four
decades ago. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1943
and 1944 that it was legal.
Public opinion at the time certainly supported
the rulings. But a federal commission concluded
in 1983 that internments were a "grave injustice" prompted by "race prejudice, war
hysteria and a failure of political leadership."
.The refusal of the judge in Washington to examine the factors that led to the internment
perpetuates that failure to face injustice and admit wrongdoing. The money is ndt-nearly so important as the principle involved. If the courts
can avoid dealing with lapses in the past, how
can we be sure they won't look the other way
from injustice in the future?
The plaintiffs have the right to appeal, and
should do so, until the last legal avenue is exhanSterr and the last survivor dies. The purpose
is not only to be vindicated in the past, but to prevent this from ever happening again, to any
group of American citizens.
Meanwhile, a federal judge in Washington has
faced the internment issue squarely. U.S.
District Judge Donald Voorhees last week rejected the government's request for a dismissal
of the case of a Japanese-Atnerican, Gordon
Hirabayshi, who argues that he.was wrongfully.
.convicted 'of -failing to reporfcto 'An inirrtiment- '
camp 42 years ago.
The government.was willing to let the court
dismiss the original indictnient and vacate
Hirabayashi's conviction. But Hirabayashi
wants his day in court, and he should have it.
It would be best if the U.S. Supreme .Court,
which upheld Hirabayashi's conviction in wartime, could be brought to admit and correct its
error.
The data presented to the high court during
World War II were misleading, intentionally so.
And the decision made by the high court was
tragically sub-standard. It would strengthen the
Constitution if the issue were to be reconsidered
by our judic41 system at the highest level.

by mike royko
('‘
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A thinking mans knock-knock joke
It happened to me at least three
houses in several Chicago
times when I lived in a house on a
neighborhoods undergoing change.
neighborhood sidestreet and often
You don't survive as an "urban
worked nights.
pioneer" unless you develop street
The doorbell would ring during
smarts, as Patricia has done.
the day and I'd open it. There
So, when her doorbell rang, and
would be a young man standing
she looked out and saw an oilythere._ He'd
haired young man on her step, and
_ say something like:
"/S George torte?"
a:riother man behind the wheel of an
"George? George who?"
idling car at the curb', she was
"George Johnson."
ready.
"No, there's nobody here by that
"I had rehesprsed it over and over
name."
and knew exactly what I was going
"Is this ... (and he'd give an
to do."
address.)"
She opened the window in her
"No, you have the right number.
door (another street-savvy precauBut that street is two blocks over."
tion, since strangers find it harder
He'd slap his forehead in selfto leap through small windows than
disgust, apologize for disturbing
open doors) and said, "Yes?"
me, and trot back to his car. There
The young man said: "Does John
was always somebody else in the
Sedecky live here?"
car.
Patricia had never heard of John
Later, I'd think about it and
Sedecky. She knows most of the
wonder. At least four street signs
people on her block, and they don't
were visible between the nearest
include a John Sedecky.
main street and my house. How
Patricia looked the young man
could they have become so mixed
straight in the eyes and said: "Yes,
up? Then I'd slap my own forehead
John Sedecky lives here."
in disgust.
The young man's mouth dropped
If you live in a big city or even in
open. Then, in obvious surprise, he
the suburbs, it's probably happensaid: "He does?"
ed to you, too. And chances are you
"Yes, he does," Patricia said
do what I did.. Which means you're
cheerfully, "John Sedecki lives
as dumb as I am.
right here." Then she just smiled
•
Then there's Patricia, who's not
at the young man.
dumb. Although she was reared in
.The young man stood there blinka suburb, *she and her husband
inglds eyes and looking confused.itavaJmightcirattabed ant 111Vedlli -TAW he Vbfibried at his halt and
•

said: "Uh, he's got real dark hair.
That John Sedecky?"
Patricia nodded. "Yep. Real
dark hair. That's John Sedecky, all
right."
By then he was totally confused:
He shuffled his feet, glanced nervously at his companion in. the ear,
and said something that sounded
like: "Unngh, uhhh, mmcohlih, I
mean, Uhh, ya' know ... unrudiggg,
ya' see ..."
"Did you want to see John?"
Patricia asked.
The young man jumped back a
step and said: "Uhhh, well, I mean,
uhhhngg, ya' know, uhhh."
"Well, I'm sorry; but John's not
home. But he and his friends ought
to be along in a minute. Do you
want to wait?"
The young man started edging
away and saying: "1.111, No, no ..."
"Oh, then why don't you give me
your name," Patricia said, "and
I'll tell him you came by." Then
she barked out the question:'What
is your name?"
He bolted for the car without
even a thank you Ad goodbye.
We can only guess what the
young men's conversation was
like. "Jeez, I ask if John Sedecky
lives there and she says he does! I
can't believe it."
Patricia laughed all the way to
the phone, then called the police to
give them the car's license

looking back

Let's negotiate on
the high frontier
The Soviets want to negotiate a ban on all space
weapons. President Reagan should take them up
on the proposal.
Mr. Reagan said tn February that it would not
be wise to open negotiations with the Soviet Union
on a new space-weapons treaty because it would
.be almost impossible to verify Soviet compliance.
But since then he has proposed a comprehensive
poison-gas treaty which would require on-theground verification. If such verification is possible where poison gas is concerned, it must be
possible where space weapons are concerned.
The president wants to proceed with
plans
to research and develop anti-satellite weapons and
anti-ballistic-missile defense systems known
variously as "High Frontier" and "Star Wars"
defense. But such research and development could
proceed, at the same time that negotiations are
under way with the Soviets on a new space
weapons treaty. If the negotiations fail and the
research shows new weapons would be costeffective: production of the weapons could proceed
on schedule. If the negotiations succeed, a costly
new arms race in space Could be averted.
The Russians have walked out of arms tontrol
talks, saying they would not resume negotiations
until we agree to stop deploying new medium range missiles in Europe.
But they say that steps to ban space weapons
must be taken quickly — before the militarization
of space "acquires an irreversible character," in
the words of Soviet Premier Konstantin U.
Chernenko.
If they feel that way, we should not miss the opportunity to negotiate a verifiable ban on space
weapons. We should test their sincerity at the
bargaining table.
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heartline
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its • purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother
recently had a ,stroke, at age 57.
She has been improving pretty
steadily with the physical and
speech therapy she receives at the
hospital three times a week. We
already know, however, that in
some areas we can expect little or
no improvement. This is mainly in
the areas of strength and dexterity
of her hands and fingers. I have
'been putting together a list of ideas
for her of every day items that,
when used in ways other than their
intended purpose, could help her
accomplish more easily a task she
might not otherwise be able to do.

thoughts in season
By Ken Boll
Some modern Jewish humor is
remarkable 5-or the way in which it
links the Sat'red and the secular (Oh'
God and man I. Such a linking is
seen in the Yiddish, prover'b •
"Rather talk to a woman anti think
of(;od than talk tO God and think of
a woinan." •
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Recently, there have been several
very good books published with
hints to helpithe disabled lead a
more independent life. If your
library has no books of this nature,
see if they have any sort of lending
program with another library,
especially a college or university
library.
Also, check with your Information and Referral Service of the
United Aid or with an Agency on
Aging, or with a senior citizen club,
to see if there is a stroke club in
your area. Stroke clubs are a fairly
new idea, but one that opens many
possibilities for victims of stroke.
These people get together and exchange ideas and talk about their
problems, finding that another person might have the answer,to a par,
ticular problem. They also offer
morale support by bringing people
with similar problems together
where they can help each other
work the problems out and give encouragement td each other. If your
area doesn't have a strokt club, see
what can be done about starting
one. Many people could benefit.
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If you have any information about
where I might search out more
helful hints for her, it would be appreciated. L.O.
ANSWER: Sometimes simple little tips or devices can make life so
much easier — especially for the
disabled. A wooden clothespin can
fit over and enlarge a knob on a
cook top, for example, or a swatch
of rubber can improve a too-weak
grip and open a jar (we have found
It helpful to put large rubber bands
around jar lids and leave them
there until the jar is empty). Can't
reach the rear control panel on a
washing machine? A $2 potato
masher can extend your reach so
you can turn the knob.
These and other suggestions are
included in "Aids to Independent
Living." which is published by the
Appliance Information Service of
the Whirlpool Corporation.. For a
free copy, write them at the Administrative Center. Benton Harbor, MI 49022. The booklet also includes a list of resources for those
with special needs.
Don't forget about your library.
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number.
And to show how dumb aspiring
young burglars can be, when the
police arrived, the car was parked
near the end of the block. They
were going to try another house.
It was a standard technique of
house burglars. Ring the -doorbell:If s6mebody comes to the door,
throw out a name, then say you had
the wrong street.
If nobody answers the door,
watch the place awhile, maybe
ring again to be sure. Then drive
around to the alley, quickly grab
anything that can be spent or sold.
The police gave them and their
car a frisk. Unfortunately, they
couldn't find anything to prove the
two young men were burglars,
although. that's obviously what
they were up to.
But at least they were driving
without a license, so the police took
them in for that.
"I figure that anything we do to
make it tough on them is a little
help," said Patricia, still laughing
at the confusion on the mope's face.
So you might want to try it
yourself. If somebody rings your
-bell — especially a dark-haired
man, about 18, with a pal in a black
hot-rod kind of car, with tinted windows and a.spoiler — and throws a
name at you, just say;"Sure, he
lives here. He's in the kitchen witti,
his friend, John Sedecky. They're
cleaning their
iting rifles. Shall
I call them?"

.

•

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be sjgned by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be publish_
ed.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest. .
reject
an
- -4
Fi&SVgTrie right
dense or
yletter
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
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Ten years ago
Several customers and
employees inside Monique Fabrics
In the Central Shopping Center
luckily escaped injury when the
roof collasped on the front portion
of the building yesterday
afternoon.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital recenty donated a complete first aid kit to the Murray City Recreational Park, according to
Gary Hohman, city park director.
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
College of Creative Expression,
Murray State University, has been
awarded a United States Senate
Fellowship to work in Washington.
D.C., this summer.
Members of the 1924 graduating
class of Murray High School held
their 50th anniversary reunion on
May 24 at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
The Cadoway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross will conduct its summer swimming program, according to Jean Blankenship, executive secretary of the
local chapter.
Twenty years ago
Janet Like, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Like, was chosen Dairy
Princess of Calloway County. She
is a senior at Murray State College.
The Calloway County Riding club
will hold its first horse show on
June 5 at the riding ring located
north of Chestnut Street Shopping
Center on the Ryan property.
The Murray Kiwanis Club will
hear Jim Walston, fieldman for
Ryan Milk Co., speak tonight at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
. Phyllis Flynn was installed as
worthy advisor of 'Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls on May 30 at the
Masonic Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Lovins and
son. Johnny, spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. R.W., Gordon
and Mr. Gordon of Louisville.
Thirty years ago
Efforts of a Calloway , County
Delegation to Frankfort on June 2
reduced tax increases for both
farm and city property. Making the
trip -were County Judge - Waylori
Rayburn. County Attorney Robert
0. Miller, County Tax Assessor
Robert Young, Calloway County
Court Clerk Randall Patterson and
State Senator James M. Lassiter.
Charles Warner, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles G. Warner of Murray.
will graduate June 11 with a degree
of veterinary medicine from Ohio
State University.
Elected as officers of the Kirksey
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America were Billy
Snlith, Edgar Doores, Charles Coleman, Chester Reeder, Jerry
Bazzell and Jerry Bibb.
Jean Ann Moubray,Patsy Moody
and Joyce Michel, members, with
Inez Haile, advisor, of Murray
Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America,
"Ittrilifl-aiterterihe
leak-con
verition of Kentucky FHA at the
University of Kentucky. June 14-16.
David H. Bobo of Indiattikpolis,
Ind., is speaker at a .goagiet meeting
at the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ, according to William D.
Medearis. minister.
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Routh and Kell wedding planned Mrs. Manning IMMO state winner
Mr. and Mrs. Milton
F. Routh of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Elaine, to David Lee
Kell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene E. Kell of
Paducah.
Miss Routh is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Murray
Bryant of Cairo, Ill, and
of. the late Mrs. Clara
- ,.•
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray
State University with a
degree in social work.
Mr. Kell is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. E.A.
Kell and of the late Mrs.
Ethel Faugim.
He is a 1977 graduate
of Reidland High School
and is employed by the'
McCracken County
Sheriff's Department.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, June 30,at2 p.m. in
the -chapel of First Baptist Church. Paducah.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
•

Elainc. Routh
-1")di--izi 1.cc. Kc•Ift() 711.11-1-1.

Cathy Manning,
chosen Murray Head
Start Parent of the Year
by the local school's
governing policy council, was elected Kentucky Head Start Parent
of the Year by officials
at the Kentucky Head
Start Associaton annual
conference in Louisville
earlier in May.
Mrs. Manning is married to Keith Manning,
and is the mother of
three children, April
(9), Kristen (6). and
ISnile" (4). The two
younger children are
students in the Head
Start Program in
Murray.
The Kentucky Parent
of the Year is chosen on
the basis of an essay,
each nominee must
write on "What Head
Start Means To Me"and
a description of the
parent's growth and
skills developed by
volunteering in the
Head Start Center and
classrooms.
,
The local Policy Council elects their representative to the State conference from the eight
classroom Parents of
the Year in the Murray
and Mayfield
classrooms.
A group of five Head
Start parents from
Calloway, Graves and
Marshall Counties were
accompanied by staff to
the recent KHSA

tadi

PARENT OF THE VEAR - Uath) Manning. lett oi Murray
was chosen
as Kentucky Head Start Parent of the year. With Mrs.
Manning are Lynn
Whitney Thompson,center, 1984 Miss Kentucky. and
Tammy Tincher, right,
Mayfield Head Start Parent.
meeting.
This three day annual
conference provides
parents with further
training as volunteers
and as parents, and
gives Head Start an opportunity to honor their
most involved parents.
Events included a
style show with Miss
Kentucky as hostess and
parents as Models of
several types of

clothing.
Each Head Start
Center across the state
elects a home based and
a center based Parent of
the Year to represent
their program in competition for the title of
Kentucky Parent of tpe
Year.
Representing the
Murray program were_
the State winner, Cathy
Manning, Center Based

Parent, and Linda Hill,
Home Based Parent of
the Year in the Murray
Program.
Other local Parent of
the Year nominees included Linda Shelley,
Debi Bohannon, and
Kareh • Bramley, from
Murray; Gwen Gipson
from Marshall County:
Dawn Jones and Martha
Crittendon from the
Mayfield Center.
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Monday,June 4
Monday,June 4
Murray-Calloway call 753-0061, 762-3399,
County Camera Club 753-7764: 753-5094 6r
will meet at 7 p.m. in 753-7663.
Annex of Calloway
---Public Library.
Adult Great Books
---Discussion Group will
Open meeting of meet at 7 p.m. at
Weight Watchers will be Calloway County Public
at 7 p.m. at First Library.
- _ -Presbyterian Church.
Lottie Moon Greup of
---Coldwater United First Baptist Church
Methodist Church ,women will meet •at 7
Women are scheduled to p.m. with Pauline
McCoy.
meet at 7 p.m.
------Tuesday, June 5
Murray Lodge No. 105
Sou,thwest Calloway
Free and Accepted
School will
Elementary
7:30
Masons will meet at
have a skating party
p.m..,at lodge hall.
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Aleoholics Roller Skating of
Anonymous and Al- Murray.
---Anon will have closed
Women of
Baptist
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church, Sinking Spring Baptist
Benton. For information Church will meet at 10
a.m. at the church.
---Baptist Young Women
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the church.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
--•-•-•
First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 10
a.m. in Hale Chapel
with executive board to
14 meet at 9 a.m. and coffee to be served at 9:30
DAILY mAriNEES
a.m. in social hall.
CHERI ONLY
--Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at
1:3S, 3:411, 7:118. 1115
Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
---'tot
•,1
i'441
,
1
Group II of CWF of
HARRIS( )",
First Christian Church
F()WO
Ir
INDIANA JONES
will meet at 2 p.m. in
and the Temple

CHERI 3

of Doom
•.6444,.
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• Tuesday,June 5
church parlow.
---Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Murray Toastmasters
Club will meet at 6:59
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Recording Nature
Sounds at 10 a.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center and Canoeing
Class at Hillman Ferry
Campground at 9 a.m.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
--Murray Moose Lodge
2011 will meet at 8 p.m.
with officers to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Social Security
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.
---WMU of Westside
Baptist Church will
meet at church at 7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church
WM-U will meet at 9:30
a.m. at church.
---Dorothy Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at
10:30 a.m. with Allene
Knight.
t.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7

.211.

This Is Your
Personal Invitation
To The

Tuesday,June 5
p.m. at lodge hall. :
---Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Group II of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
---Wednesday,June 6
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mission Groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m.
----

Wednesday,June 6
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
---Mission Group of
Salem Baptist Church is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
---Murray Tennis
Association will meet at
7 : 3 0 p.m. in
Cumberland Room,
Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
be golf with Doris Rose
as hostess and bridge
with Joyce Thomas as
hostess at 9:30 a.m.
---Seventeenth annual
Ladies' George Hart
Memorial Invitational
Golf Tournament will be
at Murray Country Club
with Venela Sexton and
Virginia Schwettman as
chairmen.

'Falcon Crest' show questions
NEW YORK (AP) Who died in that plane
crash on the cliffhanging season finale of
"Falcon Crest"? TV
Guide says it was
Phillip, played' by Mel
Ferrer, but the show's
pfoducers demur.
Phillip and Angela,
played by Jane Wyman,
went down in a plane
crash on the show May
18, and TV Guide's June
4 edition reports Ferrer's on-screen demise
came as a bit of a
surprise.
I, expected to
return," Ferrer said.
"Our ratings were
good."
Ferrer told the
magazine that Miss
Wyman has casting
clout with the CBS
series' producers.
"(She) had never
given me a hint she

wanted to get rid of my
character ... She used to
talk to me daily on the
phone about the show,"
he said. "Since my firing I haven't heard a
word from her. If she
didn't have anything to
do with it, she would
have called me to
sympathize."
But a source at
Lorimar Productions
who spoke on condition
that he not be identified
told The Associated
Press "I don't think it's
true (that Ferrer's been
fired)."
The source said Ferrer and Miss Wyman
were "really good
friends."
"As on any show,
plots change,
characters change, but I
would be very surprised
If this were true,", the
source said.
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Brownie Troop giIres C TCfltS
Brownie Troop No.
3055 of North Calloway
Elementary School took
part in several events
during the past school
year.
These included a trip
to McDonald's, took
valentines to Fern Ter-

Sun Hut
111POrt

chestnut et. 713-3414

BROWNIE TROOP - Members of Brownie Troop No. 3055 are, from left,
front, Angela Helm, Angela Brown, Kristi Hill, Amy Alexander, Susan
Potts, hack row, Jennifer Jones, Emily Helton, Kelly Dawn Hale, Victoria
Turner, April Peal and Ginger Hicks. Not pictured are Keila Edwads and
Kelly Ann Hale.

Dodie Conner

Bal An. Center
We are pleased to
clot
announce
Vanessa.WeatWerford, bride-elect of
David Colther, has
made her seise- .
tions .from .our
144410-4te1OCCefor decorative accessories. Vanessa
and David will be
tarried June 29.

119
4

TOP SELLERS - Top sellers of Brownie
Troop No, 3055 of 'recent cookie 'sale were, from
left, Sarah Stallons, LaDon Wilson, Regina
Ghan, Lisa Warner and Angela Peal.
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Regina Muth

race Lodge and made
their own pizzas at
Godfather's.
and
The Brownies
participated in the
Brownie No-Bake with
Kristi Hill and Sarah
Stations as winners.
re'll•66.0 --ttld- 972,
boxes' ot"-irllrt --Scout
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TACO JOHNS
Across from MSU Stadium

Ghan asitop seller with
331 boxes, _Lisa Warner
selling 122, Angie Peal,
61, and LaDon Wilson
and 'Sarah Stations,
each 60.
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Grace school tonight

W -12itni Reagan tray born

Hours of the Vacation Bible School starting
tonight, June 4, at Grace Baptist Church will be
.from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Classes for all ages will
continue through Friday. June 8.

Mr. and. Mrs. Rustle Charles Gray. Coach
Estates, Murray, are the parents of a daughte,
Whitni Reagan, weighing six pounds seven
ounces.'measuring 19 inches. born on Thursday.
May 31, at 8:13 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The, mother is the former Debbi
Cooper.
Grandparelits are Dr. and Mrs. Riohard
Chat les- Gray of -Murray an-d-"Mrs. oan Cooper
and the late Lowell Cooper of Hazel. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Gray
of Apache Junction, Ariz.. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Gadberry of Mesa. Ariz.. and Mr. and Mrs.
George Taylbr - of Murray. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Lucille Brakeman of Mesa.
Ariz.

Rick Jones is speaker
Rick Jones, local attorney, was the guest
speaker at the homecoming services held Sunday at Coles Camp Ground United Methast
Church. He is the son of Mx. and Mrs. C.W. Jones
of Murray.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday. June 6. at 9 a.m. at
the club courts. Vickie Jones will be a substitute.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Renee
Wynn, Ann Uddberg, Annette Alexander and
Kay Ray; Court Two -.Cindy Cohoon, Alice
Rouse, Cecilia Brock and Jan Seargent: Court
Three.
auglui,_ Mar-,
,'Court g'our
Marilyn Germann, Carol Waller, Cindy- Dunn
and Dianne Buckingham.

Mrs. Elbert Houston
honored on birthday
A birthday dinner and
party was held in honor
of Mrs. Elbert (Jetta.)
Houston at the home of
Harold and Maxine
Houston on Monday
evening, May 28.
The occasion was a
surprise for Mrs.
Houston who had
thought she was to have
dinner at the home of
her daughter, Mrs.
Leroy (Kate) Eldridge.
A highlight, other
than opening the gifts,
was the. traditional
blowing out of the
candles. The cake was
decorated with a large
Wax numeral (81) which
is her age. 1
There were 24 family
members present:
Her children Thomas, Harold and
Kate;
Grandchildren Robert Houston, Rex
Houston, Phillip
Houston, Annette
Houston Haneline and
Lind6. Houston Beane;
Great Grandchildren

Tennis meeting planned
The Murray Tennis Associatfon will hold a
meeting on Wednesday, June 6, at 7:30 p.rh. in
Cumbeland Room, Curris Center. Murray State
University.,This will be. regarding...LI:m.404re of,•
the assocition, summer tennis clinic, summer
tournaments and mixed doubles tournament.
Anyone interested in any of these activities is
urged to attend.
•

.1‘

Clements participates

FASHION
E -.Participants Irvin tall.may County in the Area 4-H Fashion Revue
recently.
held at the Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah, were, from left, front row, LaDawn
Cook. Becky Freeze.
middle row, Lisa Kiser, Angela Miller, back row. Leigh Ann Steely. Staci Tidwell,
back right, served as
narrator. "Clover Cat," mascot for 4-H, escorted the models and greeted the
guests.

Airman Jeffery W. Clements has particiapted
in Global Shield 84, an exercise involving U.S.
Air -Force, Air Force Reserve, Air' National
- Brad Houston, Justin ,Guard. Navy and Marine
Corps units, and
Houston, April elements of the Canadian
forces. The exercise,
-Haneline, Amanda coordinated by
the Air Force Strategic Air ComHaneline, Christy Beane mand (SAC), was
designed to enhance readiness
and Curtis Beane;
-and the-ability of SAC to carry out Orders should
Daughters-in-law - deterrence fail.
Mrs. Thomas (Doris)
Clements is assigned with the 2n1 Services
Houston and Mrs. Squalffon at Barksdale
Air Force Base, La. His
Harold (Maxine) wife, Angela, is the
daughter of Edith J.
Houston; son-in-law - Roseberry of Rt. 3, Murray.
He is a -1980
Leroy Eldridge;
graduate, of Waverly Central High School,
Granddaughter-in- Waverly, Tenn.,
where his parents, Carl E. and
law - Mrs. Robert Evelyn M. Clements,
reside.
(Joyce.) Houston";
grandsons-in-law - Artie Haneline and Dr.
Allan Beane;
Pvt. Marty L. Canter, son of Jessie L. Weaks,
Sister - Mrs. Bonnie Rt, 7, Mayfield, and. John V. Canter, 104 Sunset
Valley Miller, from Dr., Mayfield, has completed basic training at
Dearborn, Mich.; Fort Jackson, S.C. puring the training, students
brother - Billy Natt received -instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map -reading, tactics, military
Galloway, from Almo;
Her nephew - Dr. Joe courtesy, military justice, first aid and Army
Hal Miller, from Mon- history and tradition. He is a 1980 graduate of
tgomery, Ala.; and Farmington High School.
sister-in-law - Mrs. Billy Nat (Virginia)
Galloway.

Dr. Winters speaker, DAR meeting

Canter finishes raining

The planned potluck
dinner was served in the
recent remodeled home
of Harold and Maxine
Houston.

Research says stress
has link with cancer

Fleming home scene
of Alpha Mu meeting

The Alpha Mu
Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha met at 7
p.m. on Thursday, May
17, in the home of Kathie
Fleming, 701 South 16th
St.
Jean Fleming gave a
report on the state convention which she and
Kathie Fleming attended April 27-29 in
Louisville. She said during the convention the
national goal of
$1,250,000 contribution
to St. Jude Children's
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.; was amlounced.
Also Alpha Mu
Chapter of Murray
received an award for
outstanding growth of
membership and an
honor award for contributions to St. Jude's
Hospital.
The president, Jean
Fleming, conducted an
installation ceremony
fo.r new members,
Sylvia Thomas and
Mary Nanney.
Locations for the

calendar year were
designated and the activities for the 1984-85
year included a contribution to the Disaster
Fund for E.S.A., visit to
Westview Nursing
Home, sponsor the Run
Through the Park and a
bakeless bake sale in
addition to contributions
to St. Jude's Hospital.
Plans were made for
the group to observe
Founder's Day with a
joint dinner meeting at
the Brass Lantern May
29. Chapters from Murray, Cadiz and
Hopkinsville were to
participate.
Members present
were Jean Fleming,
Nancy Meloan, Jo Cleta
Williams, Mary Nanney, Helen Campbell,
Marguerite Klingerman, Sylvia Thomas,
Hazel _Matthai and
Kathie Fleming.
The next meeting will
be held June 21 in the
home of Chi Chi Stinnett, 602 Meadow Lane.

. The Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the
American Revolution
met May 12 at the
Golden Corral,
Dr. Kenneth W.
Winters, guest speaker,
was introduced by Mrs.
Loal D. Cole.
The speaker, dean of
the college of Industry
and Technology at Murray.State ,,University,
spoke on the "Development of Industry During
the Revolutionary
Era." He holds degrees
from Indiana University
and Colorado Northern
University.
Dr. Winter's talk
stressed "that the
everyday needs of people prior to the
American Revolution,
left little time or energy
to devote to the development of the economy.
The 'mother country'
England was the source
of raw materials and
eight of 10 settlers were
involved in agriculture.
Only five settlements
had as many as 8,000
people and most craftstnen had more than one
job.
"Certain families
became known for making certain products
such as nails, ships or
alcoholic Veverages. In
New England, ship
building and glass making were major industries while in the
South the emphasis was
on owning land and
slaves rather than
manufacturing.
"There was no 'real
change from 1650 to the
time of the American
Revolution as enacted
legislation was a deterrent to progress. As an
example, beaver hats

their ability to repair
themselves. The results
were compared to a control group of 28 blood
donors of the same age
and sex as the subjects.
Lymphocytes produce
antibodies in response
to bacterial and viral infections. Should their
ability to reproduce.be
inhibited, Dr. KiecoltGlaser wrote in a report
on the study, the body's
immune system "could
be compromised."
If DNA damage in the
cells is pot repaired, she
added, "there could be
increased risk of
cancer."
"I think the study is
positively brilliant
because it shows that injured DNA in the cells of
a depressed person is
not repaired at the same
rate as the cells of a person who is not depressed," Williams said.
TIME TO CALL
"And one's ability to
repair cells is considered an important
defense againit
cancer."
Williams said
previous research has
suggested a link betwee n certain
psychological factors
and the incidence of
cancer.
"People who at an
early age tend to be
depressed, hostile or
alienated are more likely to develop cancer
than those who don't
have those attributes,"
he said.
Ultimately, proof of a
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PHILADELPHIA
(AP) - New research
with psychiatric patients suggests a
biological link between
stress and the body's
ability to fight cancer,
scientists said.
A correlation was
found between distress
and the body's alility to
repair damaged DNA in
lymphocytes, cells that
help defend the body
against cancer, according to a paper
delivered at the annual
conference of the Society of Behavioral
Medicine.
The study by four
researchers at Ohio
State University's College of Medicine was
awarded the "New Investigation Award" at
the society's fifth annual Scientific Sessions.
"This study doesn't
prove that stress .can
cause cancer, but it does
supply a plausible
biological scenario for
how stress could participate in its formation," said Dr. Redford
B. Williams Jr., president of the society.
The researchers first
measured the level of
depression among 28
newly admitted
psychiatric patients, according to Dr. Janice
Kiecolt-Glaser. Lymphocytes in blood
samples from these patients were exposed to
radiation to damage
DNA,then examined for
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- Warren S. Swann. Ac- Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs.
tive charter members P.A. Hart and Dr.
are Mrs. Price Doyle, Halene Visher.

Joe Garland honored

Dr. Kenneth
W.Winters
and coats could not be
exported as the Navigation Act limited shipping. The Revolutionary
War actually contributed to economic
development as it made
the new nation be more
self-sufficient.
Mrs. James M. Byrn,
regent of the chapter,
reported on her attendance at the 88th Annual
State Conference held
recently at the Marriott
Hotel in Lexington.
She showed a scarf
featuring DAR insignias, a DAR sampler
and a book of
Washington Landmarks. She called attention to an article in the
DAR Magazine by
Glenn C. and Helen S.
Wilcox entitled
"Propaganda and the
American Revolution."
The local DAR
chapter was organized
in April 1948 by Mrs.

A family dinner was
held Friday,'May 18,, at
the Murray-Calloway
County Park in honor of
chief Joe B. Garland of
Jacksonville,
formerly of.Murray. He
is the son of the late Bert
D. Garland and Lucille
Garland of Elm Street,
Murray.
The celebration was
in honor of Chief
Garland receiving the
rank of E-9 while serving with the U.S. Navy.
He has served with the
Navy for the past 22
years.
A special thanks to
Jimmy Knight for attending the dinner as a surprise guest. He and
Chief Garland joined the
Navy together, but
hadn't seen each other
in several years,
'
Other guests atten-

ding were the following:
Lucille Garland, Bert
Jr. Garland and wife,
Shirley, Beverly -Hart
and son, .Everett Pale.
Lisa. Hill,.-Nelson
Garland, Clayton and
Ernestine Garland and
children, Scott-and
Michelle.
Jerry McCuiston,
Jimmy Garland and
son, David, Rhonda and
Don Rogers, Dickie and
Wanda Garland and
sons, Tim and Kevin,
Martha Rains and
Karen, Kathy and
Johnny,
George Garland and
daughter, Racheal, Joe
B. Garland and wife,
Barbara, Nicky and J
Daniel Lucas, Tammy
Maynard and Robin
Garland, Kim Nored
and son. Billy, and
Nathan Pritchett.

Sexual abuse said growing WASHINGTON (AP)
- The growing national
problem of sexual abuse
of children must be attacked through education, not more federal
spending, Health and
Human Services
Secretary Margaret
Hecker says.
"The biggest problem
we face has not been a
financial one," Mrs.
Heckler said Sunday on
CBS-TV's "Face the Nation." She said the main
obstacle to progress has

been "a lack of
awareness" about the
extent and seriousness
of sexual abuse of
_„
children.
Also on the program,
however. Sen. Paul
Hawkins, R-Fla., who
recently disclosed that
she was sexually abused
by a neighbor when she
was a child, urged an in.
crease of $10 million in
the federal program
designed to fight the
problem

COUPON CARPET SALE
— Now Until June 15th —
SAVE An Additional 5%
Off Already Everyday Discount Prices
— At —

CALVERT DISCOUNT
CARPET CENTER
Hwy.95, Main Street, Calvert City, Ky.
395-5545
Store Hours — 8 A.M.-6 P.M.(Mon.-Sat.)

BRING YOUR ROOM SIZES — ALONG WITH
NEWSPAPER COUPON AND SAVE ON OVER 450
ROLLS
OF
FIRST
QUALITY, IN-STOCK
MERCHANDISE!
WE STOCK SEVERAL ROLLS OF CONGOLEUM,
ARMSTRONG, TARKETT AND MANNINGTON
VINYL.
WE HAVE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS AVAILABLE.

SAVINGS EXCEEDING 50% ON
MUCH OF OUR INVENTORY!!
Hwy. 95-Main St.

Calvert City, Ky.

395'-5545

Calvert Discount Carpet Center
Pay To The
VVIIii?*Or

RARER

5% off Any In-Stock Carpet/Vinyl
Name
Address
Telephone
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Two-year-old brightens nursing home where mother works
OWENSBORO. Ky.
(AP) — Ask Ramonda
Payne who she belongs
to and the 2-year-old's
answer is simple: "I
belong to the home."
That means she
belongs to the 62
residents; most of them
elderly, at the Knottsville Personal Care
Home.
The home is where
Ramonda's mother
works as activities
director, and also where
Ramonda does her

work.
convent could help take Grant as an honorary
"She knows
"She brings life," said care of the child.
grandfather.
everybody's name," adthe home's adRamonda now spends
"I play with her an ded Louis Noblett.
ministrator, Sister four mornings a week at awful lot," he said.
The home's
Mary Raymonde. "You the home, visiting with "She's really brighten- employees also notice
can read, we can learn, residents, helping her ed this place up.'Course the pleasure Ramonda
but we don't know love mother lead exercise she's got me wrapped brings the'residents.
until we experience a lit- classes and singing around her little
"She makes them feel
tle one like her."
along with music finger."
needed and loved ... like
Ramonda's mother, sessions.
Other residents also more of a family," said
Gladys Payne, thought
"The first thing she are happy to have her Arlene Cecil, a nurse's
she would have to quit does is look for me in my around.
aide. "Kids, from the
her job at the home room," said Ernest
"Some torment her, school come over once
when the girl was born. Grant, 75, a nine-year but she's got a good in a while, but that's not
But Sister Mary sug- resident at Knottsville.
disposition," said Ber- like someone being here
gested the nuns at
Mrs. Payne said her nadine Foster. '!They every day."
neighboring St. William daughter has adopted all enjoy her."
Sister Mary said

Ramonda benefits as
much from interaction
with the residents as
much as they enjoy her.
"She's not shy, and
she's not afraid of
anyone," the administrator said. "(The
home) has helped her to
grow."
Mrs. Payne said having her daughter nearby
has saved a lot of money
for babysitters and
given her peace of mind.
"I've been able, while
I'm working, to see

Nemmommr
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It's The Total On The
D&T
Tape That Counts
Warehouse Foods
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Erwin

Lynn Grove
Large

Sausage

Eggs

Doz.

GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Martha White

Martha White

Flour

Meal

Hot or Mild

$
1
49
0
59 _

89

0

5 Lb.

I Lh.

0

79

Sunny Valley Great Northern Beans 15 Oz. Can 31' I

5 Lb.

Sunny Valley Pinto Beans 15 Oz. 31'

r

American Ace

Paramount
. Hamburger Slice

.

Peanut
.Butter

-Pickles

Smuckers
Concord,Grape

•

Turner

-Elattermilk - •

Jelly .
2 Lb. Jar

0
0
89 99 , 990 , /12 99
Gal.

32 Oz.

18 Oz.

Pure Gold Catsup 32 Oz. 84'

Sunny Valley Whole Kernel Corn 15 Oz. Can 3/s1
Nunn Better

10 Lb. Red

Joy Dishwashing

Potatoes

Detergent

$1

39

$1
32 Oz.

Totinto

Dog Food

Pizza

26% High Protein

Assorted Variety

399 960

49

$

I

25 Lb.

Keebler Club Crackers 16 Oz. $1.39

Lucky Leaf Apple Juice 48 Oz. $1.56

Reelfoot

Reelfoot

Reelfoot

Turner

Bacon

Bologna

Wieners

Milk

890
12 Oz.

29 $ 1 29
.lib.
120 •
$z.1

Shortening
42 Oz. Can

$219 $ 1 39

'Wishbone Italian Dressing 16 Oz. $1.09

Jaekkm seeks larger share
(s•
FRANKFORT, Ky. paign checked records
(AP) — State of the county meetings
Democratic Party and found that about
leaders are considering one-fourth of those who
a request that Jesse turned out were Jackson
Jackson's candidacy be supporters, she said.
given a larger share of
But as Kentucky's 63
Kentucky delegates to convention delegates
the party's national are now divided,
presidential convention Jackson .has just six
next month.
delegates and two alterGov. Martha, Layne nates; former Vice
Collins met with President Walter MonJackson's campaign dale has 19 delegates
leaders Friday, but she and U.S. Sen. Gary Hart
said she would leave the of Colorado has three.
.delegate selection proOf the other
cess to party officials.
delegates, 25 are listed
Edward Coleman,. as uncommitted, and 10
who was hired Saturday are described as
as state Democratic unpledged. Those 10 are
chairman, said he reserved for major parhasn't studied the issue ty and elected officials,
yet.
and the Democratic
"It's kind of up in the State Central Commitair, but they're working tee will meet June 11 to
on it," he said.
fill the unpledged
Regina Thomas, a delegate slots.
Jackson organizer, said
Jackson's campaign
the campaign wants the wants 10 additional
formula for apportion- delegates and three
ing delegates to reflect more alternates added
the turnout at the county to the Kentucky delegaconventions held in tion that will attend the
March.
convention in San
The Jackson cam - Francisco.

Your Individual •('‘c7)e
Horoscope.
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 5, 1984
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the lOct. 23 to Nov. 211
stars say, read the forectist
Your usual shrewdness
Oven for your birth sign.
abandons you before noon,
when You could make unwise
ARIES
decisions. Enjoy an evening
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Don't fritter away.resources out with friends.
on non-essentials. New in- SAGITTARIUS
spiration leads to work _ ac- I Nov.22 to Dec. 21 . 3°Y
Though you spend foolishly complishments. Sexual
today, you may also come up
magnetism is strong.
with a new income producing
TAURUS
idea. A friendship grows
(Apr.20 to May 20) tg
Make arrangements for a stronger.
vacation. Extra Concentration CAPRICORN
brings job success, but details (Dec. 22to Jan. 19) 14
Don't abuse credit. Romantend to bog you down before
tic concerns compete with job
noon.
for your attention. Take adGEMINI
vantage of nearby vacation
( May 21 to June 20)
You tend to second-guess spots.
yourself. Watch careless AQUARIUS
remarks. Both romance and (Jan.20 to Feb. 18
A family member may be
domestic interests are lucky
lax in fulfilling commitments.
for you now.
Research important investCANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO ment moves. Romance is not
You may do some rearrang- quite satisfactory.
ing of furniture. Don't make a PISCES
big deal about a friend's inp- -- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
You're trying to-o too many
politers. Lovers are on tfie
things at once on the job. A
same wave length.
friend's words of inspiration
LEO
mean much to you. A trip re(July 23 to Aug.22)
Pay attention in talks with mains uncertain.
others, especially at work.
YOU BORN TODAY are
You could misinterpret
something of importance. In- liable to flounder around until
you get an ideal to motivate
come potential improves.
you. Your Urge for novelty can
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22) WPVA- easily find an outlet in a
Concentration improves late career that is not routine.
in the day. Earlier, you're pro- You'd make an excellent
ne to daydream. Make plans travel agent, war corresponfor a night out with a loved dent or actor. Though you look
for things in the outside world
one.
to keep you from getting
LIBRA
bored, you'd better do some
(Sept. 23 to OCt.22) —
Judgment could be off in soul-searching. Develop your
financial matters. Postpone own potential and then you'll
important decisions. You'll find Many outward opporaccomplish more at home tunities to match inward
aspirations.
than on the job.
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Richtex

Gal.

more of tier," she said.
them."
"She talks about the
people here. She loves to
Residents ,like Grant
tell her -daddy about have gone beyond just
them. She has accepted accepting Ramonda.
older people easier than For her second birthday
most kids because she's last July, they gave her
been around so many of a birthday party.

Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 59'
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Mr. Juicy

Zesta
Saltine,

Yellow

Crackers

Onions

Vernor

Fruit
Drink

Ginger Ale

Fisher
Sandwich Mate

6 Pk. 10 Oz.
Throw Away Bottles

Cheese

,
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. 0 79.0 690
8/$ 1 $ 1 62
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Nunn Better Flour 5 Lb. Bag 69'

LERMANS
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

Nunn Better Meal 5 Lb. 79'
,
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6 Oz.

Sweepstake
Light Flake

Lipton
Family Size

Tuna

Tea Bags

0
49

Mt. Dew,
Orange Crush,
Grape Crush,
Barg's Root Beer
2 Liter
Bottles

4

$1

Old

69

24 Ct.
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0
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.

$359

Naturally comfortable
for work or play

,
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CHOOSE FROM
Straight Leg
or Boot Cut

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
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MEN'S
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Highlights listed from Mondale,, Hart, Jackson
debate

LOS ANGELES(AP) —
Here are highlights
from the Democratic
presidential debate Sunday between Walter F.
Mondale, Gary Hart and
the Rev. Jesse Jackson:
CAMPAIGN ATTACKS
Hart accused Mondale of making unfair
and personal attacks
throughout the campaign, but Mondale
countered that "I have
never been personal."
Hart specifically complained about a Mondale
TV commercial aired in
New Jersey which sug-

gests the Colorado even through he himself
senator does not favor had spoken 'up for our
gun control. "I'm of- (Iranian hosta
ge)
fended by it. I don't rescue mission...,"
think it's healthy," Hart Mondale said.
said.
Jackson chided Hart
But Mondale said for taking "his last, best
Hart was the instigator shot at Mondale" during
of personal attacks.
debate time set aside for
"It was Gary Hart personal reflections of
that accused me of be- the grueling campaign.
ing responsible for the
-'TAINTED'
death of the Marines in
DELEGATES
Lebanon. It was Gary
Mondale said he went
Hart who ran an ad in "beyond anything that
New York and sug- was necessary" to make
gested I wanted a War in
Central America. It was
Gary Hart that talked
about days of shame

Decrease in grocery
prices is continuing

"If a company is
holding out and doesn't
want to reach an agreement, we can strike, and
that company will lose
markets and profits
while its competitors
continue to operate,"
said Larry Reynolds,
president of UMW
District 11 in Indiana.
Reynolds is a member
of the UMW negotiating
team bargaining for a
new national contract
with coal companies.
-We can play one off
against the other," he
said. "So this adds an incentive for companies to
sign. And of course,
there is always the
threat of shuti)ng the en-

Save $4

$1 off

Men's summer dress shirts.
Sale 11.99each

Men's basics by the 3-pack
Sale 3for 5.49 and 3for 7.49

•

Reg. $16. A dress shirt from our Stafford' Classic Collection.
,With single-needle tailoring and box-pleated back. Stripes and
fancies in welt-behaved cotton, polyester. Men's sizes 141
/
2 to 17.
Reg.$16. Our Stafford''' button-down short sleeve oxfords.
Regular fit in.60% cotton for comfort, 40% polyester for easy caye.
Solids and stripes. Sizes 141
/
2-171
/
2.

Sale 7.49 pkg. of 3 Reg. 8:50, Crewneck T-shirt in.a smooth
blend
of Fortrel* polyester/combed cotton. Flat knit, with taped
shoulder seams White. Men's sizes 34 to 46.
Sale 5.49 pkg. of 3 Reg 6.50 Briefs in Fortreli polyester
combed
cotton. Rib-knit, with Lycra* spandex woven in the waistb
and
Fly front. White. Men's sizes 28 to 44.

4

Sa
ve
$3
an
d
$6
Sale 5.99
Cool summer shirts for dad. Men's famous-name tees

$4
to $8 off
Family athle

each

Sale 9.99 Reg $13 Our Par Four' sporfshitt
in your choice of stripes and plaids With a
handy chest pocket Woven polyester/cotton
Men's sizes S.M,L,XL
Sale 9.99 Reg $16 Linen-look polyester
cotton sportshirt will be dgreat warm-weather
favorite with dad Sizes S,M,L,XL

.

Reg. 8.99. Pony' T-shirt with choice of logos
Polyester cotton knit Sizes S..M.L.YlL
Reg. 8.99. USA adidas' T-shirt with logo
Polyester cotton knit Sizs S M L XL
Reg. 8.99. Nike* T-shirt with choice of logos
10000 cotton SizeS M L.XL

Check with State Farm for a •health insurance program
that's just right for you
Jam Rogors
753-9627

tic shoes.

—

Sale 15.99 Reg $20 Women's USA Olympics
logger with two-strap self-lock Velcro`
closure Nylon satin suede upper,
Girls style Reg $16 Sale 11.99
Sale 18.99 Reg 26 99 Pony* jogging shoes
for men and women Nylon suede upper with
speedy self-lock Velcro` closure
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

father's Day. Sun ay, June 17th

Penn
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•

Saturday 9-9:30
Sunday. 12:30-6
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Ube a good
nalghbar. •
UM*Paratli thaws.

All three men back a said two people can't
nuclear freeze.
run as a team "if they
JACKSON-VP
fundamentally
Hart and Mondale disagree." Hart said he
refused to single out would not recognize or
anyone for a possible negotiate with the
vice presidential can- Palestine Liberation
didate, including .Organization; Jackson
Jackson.
embraced PLO leader
"I'm not including or Yassir Arafat five years
excluding anyone," ago and has called for a
Mondale said.
Palestinian homeland.
Hart praised Jackson
Jackson said it was
but, citing major dif- "presumptuous" for
ferences between the Hart to talk about runntwo on the Middle East, ing mates.

Sizzling summer savings! Featuring fashions for Father's Day.

When you're sick or hurt,you
deserve some old-fashioned
personal attention...

•
'

•

contributions.
ARMS RACE
Mondale and Jackson
both criticized Hart for
his support of a nuclear
weapons "build-down,"
which calls for destroying two old nuclear
weapons for each new
one built. "Build-down
really means buildup,"
Jackson said. And Mondale added: "Builddown is nothing more
than a cover" for an
arms race. .

•

Mine workers* negotiator
talks tough about contracts
tire industry down."
Reynolds said he
hopes for a "quick and
speedy" settlement to
the negotiations. The
current contract between the coal operators
and the union expires
Sept. 30. Talks began in
March.
The UMW is bargaining with representatives
of the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association
and the Association of
Bituminous Contractor s. The union
represents 160,000
mineri and 25,000 construction workers, as
well as 100,000 retired
members.
Reynolds said the
union's $40 million
strike fund provides a
new tool for UMW
negotiators. "The strike
fund puts workers in a
less-economically
disadvantaged position," he said.
Reynolds would not
specify what UMW
seeks, but he mentions
pension, retirement and
health benefit increases
and job security, as well
as wage increases.

behavior in connection
with the independent
delegate committees.
Hart, whose campaign
filed a complaint with
the Federal Election
Commission about the
delegate committees,
has described as
'tainted'' some
delegates won by Mon dale in states where the
committees operated.
Mondale has set up a
$400,000 escrow account
to pay back the

Fatrer's Day Sa

A drop in farm prices decline in the price of
helped bring about the sugar, which had soared
0.8 percent decline in in April.
grocery prices in the
The Associated Press
most recent monthly drew up a random list of
marketbasket survey by 15 commonly purchased
The Associated Press, food and non-food items,
economists said.
checked the price at one
Prices farmers supermarket in each of
received for their crops 13 cities on March 1,
in May fell 1.4 percent 1973, and has rechecked
.from April, while on or about the start of
farmers' costs were un- each succeeding month.
changed, the One item, chocolate
Agriculture Depart- chip cookies, was dropment said last week.
ped from the list
"Apparently, a good because the manufacpart of it showed up in turer discontinued the
retail _prices," said package size used in the
Michael K. Evans, head survey.
of Evans Economics, in
No attempt was made
Washington, D.C.
to weight the AP survey
Egg prices plum- results according 'to
meted in the market- population density or in
basket survey, dropping terms of what percent of
to below $1 per dOzen in a family's actual
seven of the 13 cities grocery outlay - each
checked. Beef and pork item repPesent§.
moved higher.
The day of the week
The marketbasket bill on which the check was
decreased in six cities, made varied depending
falling an average of 4.5 on the month. Standard
percent. It rose an brands and sizes were
average 2.8 percent in used when available.
seven cities.
The items on the
.AP
-The latest decline
followed modest 0.1 per- checklist were: chopped
cent dips in the previous chuck, center cut pork
two months, and chops, frozen orange
dramatic increases in juice concentrate, cofJanuary and February. fee, paper towels, butEvans also attributed ter, Grade-A medium
the overall May decline white eggs, creamy
to "a return to normalcy peanut butter, laundry
of these prices," which detergent, fabric
he said were artificially softener, tomato sauce,
inflated in the early part milk, frankfurters and
of the year by extremely granulated sugar.
cold weather.
The cities checked
The largest market- were: Albuquerqu
e,
basket jump came in N.M., Atlanta,
Boston,
Providence, R.I.: 6.1 Chicago,
Dallas,
percent. The biggest Detroit, Los
Angeles,
decline — 13.8 percent Miami, New
York',
— occurred in Salt Lake Philadelphia,
ProCity, partly because of vidence, R.I.,
Salt Lake
an extraordinary City and Seattle
.

TERRE HAUTE, Ind.
(AP — A strike fund of
$40 million and the
possibility of using
Selecti
- _ ve walkouts to pit
competing mine
operators against each
other are valuable
bargaining tools for the
United Mine Workers in
their contract talks with
coal companies, an Indiana UMW negotiator
says.

sure he did not violate
any election laws by
allowing delegate committees to spend
political action committee contributions on his
behalf. And as to Hart's
allegations that Mondale violated the law or
ethics in using that
money, Mondale said,
"I think he ought to take
that back."
But Hart denied he
had charged Mondale
with any criminal
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Chestnut Hills'Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Murray Ledger & Times

Farm prices drop

•

1-11 Show Grand Champion - I sear Holstein
toss - Lisa Howard

*a.

• Calloway Co. Fair Grand Champion Holstrin
- BiIl Fuqua, Nlartin, Tenn.

LH Rabbit Show winners- Robert Orr. Brian
Daughaday. Timothy Palmer

4-11 •Ier..es Grand Champion - Michael Palmer
•

WASHINGTON (AP) for the declines.
- After seven months of
Prices for fuel, ferrising or steady prices,
tilizer1
chernieals and
farmers are seeing a
decline in the amount family items all rose
during May, but these
,paid for their products.
were offset by lower
Costs for farm supprices for replacement
plies and living exlivestock to leave the
penses, however, are remaining steady, accor- prices-paid index
ding to preliminary unchanged.
Among specific profigures for May in the
Agriculture Depart- duct categories,
livestock and livestock
ment's latest monthly
product prices fell 4 perprice report.
cent during the month
Farmers experienced
but overall still were 0.7
a 1.4 percent drop in
percent
above what they
prices for their •crops
were in May 1983. Crop
and livestock in May
prices as a whole were
from April's record
up 2.9 percent during
high, though they were
May and averaged 12
an average of 5.1 perpercent above the yearcent above last year at
ago mark.
this time.
Farmers'
The poultry and egg
costs were unchanged
index fell 14 percent
from April, which was
3.1 percent higher than following a 4 percent increase for April. That
May of 1983.
left those prices still 20
In terms of the index
percent higher than
the department mainthey were a year
tains, the prices
earlier.
-farmers received were
A big part of that
144 percent of a 1977
decline came in the
base price average used
prices of eggs at the
for comparison, down
farm, which averaged
from 146 percent in
68.9 cents per dozen,
May. The prices-paid indown 22.5 cents from
dex was 166 percent of
April.
the 1977 base.
Prices farmers
Vegetables also showreceive, as shown by the ed a big drop, with the
index, rose or remained index 17 percent below
steady every month the April figure and
20
since October, when the percent below the May
index Was 134 percent, 1983 level. Carrots
and
until turning around in- sweet corn were, along
May.
with onions and
•
Department Officials tomatoes, pushed down
said they did not attach vegetable prices.
much significance to a
Fruit, however, rose
single month's report, for the second straight
especially after a string month, jumping 20 perof increases.
cent in May to leave the
Much of the decline index 25 percent ahead
was the result of lower of what it was a year
prices for eggs, cattle, earlier. Oranges led the
onions, tomatoes and way while lemons and
milk - and higher strawberries also comprices for oranges, soy- manded higher prices in
beans and cotton were the market. Grapefruit
not enough to make up and pears were lower.
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Beg. sug. pr. $14.30
No 41
0090-01920.

WHEELBARROW.
$4900

GREASE $915carton of 10

'105-12141
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B-660 Mufti-Purpose

Heg. sug. pr.
.512.00
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Fibrated Asphalt

ROOF
COATING
$1 I95

P
(
te

Controlled-Air

Reg. sug. pr. $59.00

Water Tanks

4 cu.-ft capacity. Smooth seamless tray
with curled edge '10232056.

:3,
1 4 LOAN mnstnAt''''
Ftel.aei eater $10
3
00
bag,5-yer *4T
(2:3 1/32 in. x 211.)
No-. CA82T. Draw-down
equivalent to 32-gal. -conven
'anal tcrrrIc7-110060-12840. Reg.
sug. pr S217.00
No. - CA42.
Draw -down
equivalent to 42-gal. conVefi- No. CA42-T. Same capacity as
tional rani. #00-12820. Reg. CA42 but taller and slimmer
sug . pr.. S142.00
#060-12825. Reg. sug. pi
S137.00.

WHITE HOUSE
PAINT

Asphalt Aluminum

WE

ROOF
COATING
with Asbestos Fibre

sic

tgaL
Peg sug pr 519.25
• Uke
- loest acyg ,ate,
ia4rç pawl_ Dne5

High-Tensile
$
28
955 pd.
Reg. sug. pr. $35.00
51 r-tr ',roles bans. garages. etc

Tube Top

BARBED WIRE

STOCK TANK

Motto 4 pt 151
/
2ga.

$24"1295°00
9 Pr

1½ lb.

i taro:ore Jr temporary terve*
.081 248403, 80 rod rolls
lightweight Easy handling Long-lasting &SIM Cis Ill zinc
•(iil 17090

ug. pr. $4.69
'10235113

Round-Point

GREASE
GUN
.$795

H1GH-TENSILE FENCE

SHOVEL

740-6-121
/
2
$7995

$695

Reg sug Pr. $88.50
.061-1,1622

Reg. sug. Pr. $11.00
isa 35517 Up to 8000 to pressure
WWI itck •053-22490

845-6-121/2
$865°
Reg tug. pr. 95.50
461-11623

32-gal. Square

TRASH
CAN

Gray Porch & Floor

No 2229-43 Fully batred deck TiefilUic-Ityie hrlidies ain poly
venr•tr.,Ne•
.
vin2Prestarest..
N103-12916

Reg. gig. Pr. $20.00

;4
46F-TZtriglitWak
.c170-03124

949-6-121/2
$0400

ENAMEL

$1095
•
587

125°;-.
Peg surnx $1600

.

Reg sag pr. $10400
.06-1 - 11624
S.fronger.

Longer. Costs less. Efsji-fndIN
-159trIcrcriCasts
fitirrtraltaterv2
T2-61Yuge fence -rlg resistant.
Fro,
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Multi-Load
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31/2 hp.
22-in. self-propelled
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30 ft. of gcilvanizgel brace wore in each roll.
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Sweet-potato expert revises book due to column response
By EARL ARON SON
AP Newsfeatures
The "Farmer's
Notebook" about sweet
potatoes is being rewritten by Dudley Sanders
because of this column,
in which I wrote last
spring about what
Sanders called the "Orphan of the Garden."
"With 30 years of
growing experience I
thought I had put
everything anyone
would ever need to know
about sweet potatoes in
my Farmers Notebook,
or country catalogue,"
Sanders wrote. "I was
wron‘ very wrong.
Your readers wrote and

asked many questions,
questions that I just
assumed everyone
knew. Questions came
from school children
who wanted to grow
sweet potatoes as a
school project, and
questions came from
senior citizens, many of
whom had grown sweet
potatoes fdr many
years.
"I spent many hours
last summer rewriting
the notebook catalog to
include answers to your
readers' questions; a
few general planting
and growing instructions, the difference between a yam and a sweet

potato, and the 'Tater- "Orphan of the garden!
town Homecoming' This is not entirely true
prize-winning sweet anymore because the
potato recipe.
orphan has been
"Probably the ques- adopted in many
tipns most asked were gardens, thanks to the
'Can I grow them here efforts of Earl
in the North?' (some).., Aronson."
and 'What variety
Peel Those Oranges
should I try?' (he sugThe orange peel you
gests mixing varieties). discard may be the
The family sweet basis for an insecticide
potato business — so powerful it will wipe
Sanders, son and out ravaging fire ants
daughter, son-in-law
anc‘will kill fleas on a
and daughter-in-law, is
cat, while smelling good
offering some free
and not harrlhing people,
sweet potato plants if
animals or
you pay the postage.
environments.
Write to him for details
University of Georgia
(Gleason, TN 38229).
and U.S. Department of
Dudley concluded,
Agriculture researchers

species tested..
fin one test, an orange
was put in a cage with
flies. None died. Then
the orange skin was
scratched. In fifteen
minutes, the flies appeared ill_ Two hours
later, all were dead.
In anotrer test,
orange peel fumes outside their cage were
deadly to flies.
And Bass said, "We
got an old flea-covered
cat that lives in the
warehouse here. We dipped the cat into citrus oil
diluted with water, and
all the fleas died. The
cat licked its fur dry
without apparent
harm."

say early results look
promising. An immediate task is to
isolate the insect-killing
substance in citrus oil.
Scientists want to
know how powerful the
insect-killing citrus
chemical will be, to
what extent it can be
diluted and still be effective, the cost of producing it, and whether It
will be potent against
crop-destroying insects.
Another question is
how many insect
species are vulnerable
to citrus oil. But University of Georgia's Max
Bass said that so far the
substance had killed all

Oranges were choosen
over limes, lemons or
grapefruit because huge
supplies of orange peels
could be available from
orange-juice plants.
Interest in citrus oil
was;intensified last year
through contact with a
company that uses oil
from discarded orange
peels to make an industrial hand cleaner.
"One day," Bass said,
"some of this liquid was
thrown on a fire ant
mound. The next day
the 'fire ants were
dead."
Any queries about
gardening problems
must be accompanied
by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope.
———
(For Earl Aronson's.
— Associated Press
Guide to House Plants,"
send $1 to House Plants,
AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,'New
York, NY 10020.)

As many as 90 couples of African social weaver birds
may loin to build a huge
community nest a nest
version of the modern aparthouse

Farm equipment IDs may have reduced theft in Virginia
By the Associated Press
A Farm Bureau program to engrave farm
machinery with identification numbers is
gaining increasing participation by Virginia
counties, a development
a state crime specialist
thinks may be contributing to a drop in
rural crime.
"Farm equipment
marking is certainly a
crime prevention tool,"
said Harold Wright,
with the Virginia
Departfnent of Criminal

Justice Services. "It
warns a potential
criminal that the equipment is marked and it
makes farmers more
aware of the need to provide security."
At least 45 Virginia
counties have signed up
to participate in the program, six of them in the
past six months, said
Richard Lloyd, assistant director of commodity activities for the
Farm Bureau Federation in Richmond.
Lloyd said that

through the four-yearold program, farm
equipment is engraved
with a 10-digit code that
can be used to easily
trace machinery back to
a particular state and
county, as well as the
owner. Residents of
some localities have to
pay for the service, he
said.
Counties that have
signed up the past six
months are Montgomery, Pittsylvania,
Louisa, King and Queen,
Westmcrreland and

Giles, Lloyd said.
Wright said rural
burglaries in Virginia
increased 18.9 percent
in 1980, then dropped 3.8
percent in 1981 and 14.8
percent in 1982. Urban
burglaries in the state
followed the same
trend, statistics show,
although the 1980 in-.
crease was only 12.5
percent.
Even though Wright
thinks engravins farm
machinery inaylle contributing to a rural
crime drop, he thinks

neighborhood watch
programs are the biggest factor. In Virginia,
he said, 220,000
households, many of
them In rural areas, are
now involved in such
programs.

"More than anything,
it's a good preventive
tool." Identification
numbers that are built
into cars often are lacking in farm equipment,
he said.

"I'm sure engraving
said. It is also working
helps," Tucker said.
with equipment dealers
"There have been at- to get them to engrave
tempts to grind the
unmarked machinerynumbers down, but law
when it's sold or
enforcement people serviced.
have come up with a
"Our goal is to get the
method of bringing the program in every counLloyd said a computer number back out," ty," he said, "but you
in Columbus, Ohio Lloyd said.
don't do that
No statistics are kept stores the Farm Bureau
overnight."
on the number of farm Identification numbers.
Farm Bureau officials
equipment thefts in the He said the only way
to have begun talking to
Gen. George
state, according to successfully
remove a groups like women's Washington's continenWright and J.N. Tucker, number
from clubs and the Future tal .army routed British
crime prevention direc- - machinery is to
cut out Farmers of America to regulars in 1777 at the
tor for the Virginia State 'the piece of metal
it's increase participation Battle of Princeton, Police.
engraved on.,
in the program. Lloyd New Jersey.

USDA: palm oil poses challenge to soybean growers
WASHING+ON (AP)
— Halfway around the
world in tropical
Malaysia, the palm oil
industry is flexing its
mtiscles. American soybean farmers should
pay attention, because
what is happening will
affect their livelihoods
for years to come. '
"Soybeans and soybean oil will face tough
competition from palm
oil for the rest of this
century," said an

Agriculture Department expert. "The profitability of palm oil is
bolstered by the long experience of Malaysia's
producers, the considerable experience of
Its refineries, and stateof-the-art research."
The kind of trees that
produce palm fruit,
which produces the oil,
require long-term investment. The trees
reach a peak in production after about eight to

10 years, but do not need
to be replaced until they
are 20 to 25 years old.
Gary Ender of the
department's Economic
Research Service says
in a new report that
"palm oil is a profitable,
high-yielding crop, and
Malaysia provides an
agriculturally and
economically favorable
environment."
Malaysia has been the
world's largest producer of palm oil since

1972 and the leading exporter since 1965. Last
year, a poor one for production, Malaysia accounted for 55 percent of
the world output and 70
percent of the exports.
The United States
dominates world soybean production and
counts on exports as a
major outlet. The soybeans are exported as
whole beans or are
crushed to produce oil
and high-protein meal

used in livestock feed.
"In many markets,
Malaysian palm oil has
an advantage because
of proximity or because
oilseed meal demand is
minimal," the report
said.
Periodically, when
domestic soybean supplies are tight or when
price relationships are
favorable, U.S.
manufacturers turn
heavily to imported
palm oil for making a

variety of products, including cooking oil,
margarine, shortening,
soaps, detergents and
other purposes.
According to the'agency, U.S. processors used
an estimated 340 million
pounds of palm Oil last
year, up from 256
million in 1982 and 218
million pounds in 1982.
The domestic use of soybean oil in those years,
by comparison, was 9.5
billion pounds, 9.86

Fight expected over meat-plant proposals
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Battle lines are being
drawn over a proposal
loy the_ Agricotture_
Department for more
federal muscle to deal
with chronically dirty
meat plants.
The USDA announced
last December that it
wOuld seek tougher
legislation to keep meat
plants in line and in
compliance with federal
laws that protect consumers from
adulterated and dirty
products.
When the blueprint
was announced Dec. 9,

Deputy Secretary
Richard E. Lyng, a
former president of the
la-due-try-supported
American Meat Institute, stressed that the
"overwhelming majority" of the nation's 8,000
plants are operated
responsibly.
But, he said,"There is
a small percentage that
consistently operate at
the edge of acceptable
bounds." Officials
estimated that 3 percent
to 5 percent of the plants
fit into the category
described by Lyng.
The formal proposal

was unveiled May 17 at Institute says in a rea meeting of the House cent newsletter that
Agriculture subcommit- "AMI's b
477) directee on livestock-, dairy tors-is-on record oppos-n g summary
and poultry, headed by
Rep. Tom Harkin, D- withdrawal" of federal
inspection as a way of
Iowa.
Anong other provi- enforcing federal law.
sions, the proposal
would au,
thorize the
agency, in cases needed
WASHINGTON (AP)
to protect the public
health and welfare or — The Reagan adthe safety of inspectors, ministration has
to suspend or deny inspection pending a
USDA administrative
hearing and judicial
review.
The American Meat
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Sunflower production uncertain fity

scheduled another
"listening session" to
gather comments and
information on
tluiIjl
farm policy options.
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block, who has
participated in three of
the sessons so far, said
the next will be June 18
in Syracuse, N.Y. The
others were in Chicago,
Ill.; Riverside, Calif.;
and Atlanta, Ga.

Congress has made
preliminary moves to
wrik a _new... general_
farm bill to replace the
Agriculture and Food
Act of 1981, which expires next year.
However, an administration package is
not expected to be ready
until after this fall's
election and probably
not until early 1985.

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds,fertilizer and
pet care needs.

palm oil competes
strongly with other
vegetable oils for the
rest of this century," the
report said.

ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Hutson's Ag. Service, Inc. at
Hazel & Murray, Ky. now
have:
Funks & Dekalb Milo Seed
also
Essex, Forrest and
Asgrow Soybeans
204 W. Railroad Ave.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Tenn. Toll Free 1-800-626-5464
State Line Rd. West
Hazel, Ky. 42049
498-8142

bOr
"SERVING
401:241 THE ENTIRE
41/07 PURCHASE
AREA"

753-5378

Industrial Road

palms.
"Continued increases
In area and higher
yields because of cloning will assure that

The wettest spot on record is Mt. Waialeale, Hawaii, where
it rains 460 inches per year. The driest spot is Arica, Chile,
where it averages .03 inches of rain per year.

Aithietifi *4* 14Oft IkAi

WASHINGTON (AP) acres, up 10 percent
have not been released.
— Although important from. the 3.1 million
The report said that
to the farmers who pro- acres planted for the
"if yields return to preduce it, sunflowerseed is 1983 crop.
drought levels" in 1984,
a minor crop in the
However, the report production could exceed
United States when by USDA's Economic
stacked against soy- Research Service, said
beans, the leading that some industry two million metric tons,
oilseed and big --cash analysts believe plan- 37 percent more than
crop for American tings could be as much the reduced 1983 output
producers.
as 35 percent above last of less than 1.45 million
But sunflowers, the year, meaning nearly tons
kind that produce com- 4.2 million acres.
mercial 'seed, are imThat still would be
portant in the overall below the 4.8 million
U.S. crop and export acres of sunflowers
picture.
planted in 1982.
Most varieties are
"One factor that will
grown for their oil, influence the outcome is
which is used for cook- the change in the 1984
ing and in many food wheat program, which
products. Others are came after the intenfavored for sales as tions survey," the
snack fool Or other non- report said. "The
Ask us for a free copy of How to Save on Your Electric Bills. The-booklet
oil purposes.
change would permit
gives you 97 ways to save electricity without giving up comfort and
This year, says the sunflowers to be planted
convenience. And most of the energy-saving measures will cos*
Agriculture Depart- on wheat base acreage,
you absolutely nothing.
ment in a new outlook allowing program parreport, sunflowerseed ticipants to count fallow
You'll enjoy the benefits of electricity and
production is expected acreage as conservation
save money too So call or stop by today
and help yourself The savings are on us
a, to rise.
use acreage."
Get the most
But final decisions of
The wheat prOgrem
farmers this spring signua_tIts. rerked
could thrbvrgtlibt of
lifier-Corigtess
predictions
irreeritr-4eirsaineltinfravi-a"
siderable margins.
centives for 1984, inFor example, in • cluding the provision
February a survey of allowing sunflowers on
producers indicated a farmer's wheat base.
1984 sunflower plantings That signup ended last
-5012 The people who bring you electricity
at about 3.4 milliqn Friday but the results

billion pouads and 9.54
billion pounds,
respectively.
Important strides
have been made in palm
oil production, including
the use of genetically
improved varieties
through cloning, along
with an expansion in
acreage devoted to oil

*411 atti**1.111. *4, S.atli*Ott, *4:
r
*hOlte

7ways tosave on you
electric bill.FREE.

'frb b
'
457 t't
Als.•

BUYERS OF
CORNEWHEAT
& SOYBEANS

ELECTRICITY.

"
Yt ur nkm
West Kentucky f°r'
Ruldttiertrie--. Coop. Corp.
753

Grain kerchandising

753E3404
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.
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Lanning
defends
triathlon
crown

Johnsop sets record with 21 assists

Boston's Bird blasts teammates
for sissy attitude in 137-104 loss

INGLEWOOD, Calif. up a record 47 points in pushing the ball down secutive points to go
(AP) — As far as Larry the third quarter to take ciur throats."
ahead 32-29 early in the
MEMPHIS, Tenn. —
Bird is concerned, his a 10.4-79 advantage.
• Abdul-Jabbar had 13 second quarter. The
Boston Celtics will have
Adam Laming III made
Los Angeles finished points and Johnson had Celtics led 40-35 when
to change their on-court with a 63-44 advantage eight assists in the third the Lakers went ahead
a successful return to
demeanor if they're go- gln rebounding. And, as quarter, when the for good by running Off
his old stomping
grounds with a defense
ing to win an un- Bird Pointed out, once Lakers expanded a 57-46 18 straight points to
of his over-50 title in the
precedented 16th Na- the Lakers got a re- lead to their 25-point make it 53-40.
second annual Memphis
tional Basketball bound, the race advantage.
The Lakers outscored
in May triathlon
Association downcourt was on. And
The previous Ctuifh- the Celtics 16-6 at the
Sunday.
championship. .
it seemed to end every pionship Series record outset of the third
"Today._ we_were a time with a layup or a for. points in a period quarter to make it 7342,
Lanning, a Murray
bunch of sissies," Bird dunk.
State sociology instrucwas 46 set by Boston and Boston wasn't
•
said after the Lakers
tor, finished Sunday'scloser than 15 points
competition in 2:45.48,
demolished the Celtics
after that.
bettering the time of
137-104 Sunday in the
Bird scored a gameover-50 runnerup Jim
third game of the NBA
high 30 points, but the
GIMlland by more than
Championship Series.
second-leading scorer
11 minutes.
"There's no doubt about
for the Celtics, Scott
that. We let them play
The triathlon included
Wedman, had only 16.
their game.
a 1.5K. swim in Herb
Boston center Robert
Parsons Lake, a 40K
"We're supposed to be
Parish, who pulled down
bike ride and a 10K run.
a physical team, they're
a game-high 12 re„supposed to be.a finesse
The overall men's
bounds, was held to only
winner, 26-year-old Bob
team. We stood around
As usual, the maestro against St. Louis in 1960. nine points.
Curtis of Stone Moun-*
and let them push us of the Los Angeles
"We started off 0-7,"
break And the previous assist
tam. Ga., completed the
around and do what they was Earvin "Magic"
record in a Champion- said Boston Coach K.C.
wanted. They got all the Johnson, who
course in 2:05.014
set a ship Series game was Jones."We had bad shot
rebounds and were off Championship Series
What made Curtis' ac19, twice by Bob Cousy selection. They just took
and running."
complishment almost
record with 21 assists.
of Boston and once by off with the break.
unb.elievable was the
The one-sided
"They caught us at Walt Frazier of New
Jones defended
fact that he participated
triumph gave the our best today,"
said York.
Parish's performance,
In and won a triathlon on
Lakers a 2-1 advantage Los Angeles Coach
Pat
"When our fastbreak saying: "What's
Saturday before pulling
going
in the best-of-seven Riley. "It was
just a is going the way it was wrong
is they're doubleseries. The fourth game great performance. But
(tff the Same thing on
today, there's no teaming him.
will be played at the I don't think that
Their
Sunday.
losing defense that can stop
defense, that's the
Forum Wednesday by 33 will have any
Curtis defeated Brian
ef- It," Johnson said. "Once
reason for Robert's ofnight.
Reynolds of Conway.
fect on them.
, *re got a big lead, they
,s1HRTS AND SKINS - Calloway County High wrapped up its weeklong
fensive
problems."
The setback was the
Ark., and Bill Leach of
"This was just one never made a run at us.
youth basketball camps Friday with shirts and skins team competition. PicSaid Parish: "It (the
most one-sided ever suf- game, we, want,to
Newport, Calif., who
make That was due to us
tured are participants in the youngest age group with camp coach Guy Eurr
double-teaming) has
fered by the Celtics in a sure we follow
tied for second with
it up -on holding them to one been
watching
in
backgrou
the
nd.
happening
identical times of
Championship Series. Wednesday.. We
need shot.
throughout the playoffs.
Staff photo by Jim Hector
The issue was decided two more wins. They're
.2:08.49. .
"We've been playing There's no
need to get
after the Lakers rolled going to have somethin
The 'fastest woman of
g good defense. Today we
frustrat
ed.
You just
•
the day was Elain
to sly about that."
played 0111 best.have to keep playing."
Alrutz of Honolulu,
Kareem Abdul The Lakers scored the
A surprise for the
Hawaii.-She finished in
Jabber led a balanced game's first seven
2:16.13 and her closest
Los Angeles attack with points, and after Boston Lakers was forward
competition came from
24* points, nine rebounds "came back with four, Kurt Rambis, who
scored 17 points in only
runnerup Cynthia
and four blocked shots. rattled off 11 in a row to
19 minutes. Rambis was
Homes of•Nashville who
Seven Lakers scored in take an 18-4 lead.
perfect on his seven
clocked in at 2:19.33.
double figures. Johnson
After the Celtics cut field goal
attempts. All
The Memphis
had 14 points and 11 re- the deficit to five points
were from close range.
triathlon received 400
bounds to go with his 21 at 20-15, Los Angeles
"It wasn't me, it was
entries and of those 354
assists.
went on a 9-3 spurt to Magic,"
Rambis said.
started the swimming
"Magic took total con- make it 29-18.
SR HIRE RI
the conclusion of a tied game which was postpon"I lust kept filling the
leg at 8 a.m. Sunday. Of
A no-hit shutout and a 14-2 runaway gave the
trol
of
the
game,"
Bird
Boston, led by Bird, lanes and he delivered
ed from Tuesday night.
the 354 starters, 342
Murray-Calloway County Senior Babe Ruth.
said. "They just kept then scored 14 conCablevision had a chandeto tie the game again
the ball."
finished the-race:squad -a doubleheader sweep over host Livin the bottom of the eighth, but committed the
Laming, who plans to
ingston County, Sunday.
third ou-t with a runner on base.
qualify for the Hawaii
' Brad'Skinner pitched five innings and hogtied
In Thursday's games, Rotary scored 15 runs in
'Ironman Triathlon in
the Livingston batters with eight strikeouts to
the first inning and rejected Dennison-Hunts'
October, will compete in
win, the nightcap, 17-0. Both games of the
comeback efforts-to win. 16-6:In the other Thurshis second triathlon of
doubleheader were shortened by the 10-run 'rule.
day game. Artc raft scored the winning run in the
the season, June 23,
Besides the Murray batters pounding the Livbottom of the sixth inning on a passed ball to
PARIS (AP) — John Sunday over clay
when he travels to Chatingston pitchers for 17 runs on 11 hits. ehe Murcourt
Lendl, seeking his
edge Jaycees. 11-9.
McEnroe has been specialis
tanooga, Term.
-ray fielders protected Skinner with errorless
t Jose Higueras first Grand Slam title,
booed by the crowd for of Spain and
defense. He also issued only two walks.
now will was scheduled to meet
LITTLE LE A61.'1.:
losing his temper, warn- play
Murray scored 13 runs in the first inning as 19
fellow American No. 11 Anders Jarryd of
Hutson Chemical remained in the running for
ed and penalized for tak- ,Jimmy
batters visited the plate. Eleven of the MurArias, who is Sweden, while defenfirst place in the Murray-Calloway County Little
ing too much time, and
seeded fifth.
rayans got on board with walks in the opening
ding champion Yannick
League by beating Druthers. 12-2, in Friday's
even had the groundframe.
Today,
second-s
eeded
Noah
of France was to
solo game.
smen called on to the Jimmy
Skinner's perfect game almost overshadowed
Connors and No. play Hungary's Balazs
Kevin Tucker and Kevin Turner pitched a twocourt to sweep up.
another outstanding mound performance by
3 Ivan Lendl of Taroczy.
hitter in the game which was called in the fifth_
But halfway thraugh- _Czechoslovakia
Murray's Mitch Grogan -who-fartned-severrimpftwill- atArias reached the
--Inning by the 10-run rule.
the French -Open tennis tempt to join
BETHESDA,- Md. ching a one-hitter.
the
tourna- quarters by downing
—
One of Druthers' two hits was a double by
champio
nships, the
1AP) — Greg Norman
ment favorite in the Brian Gottfried 6-4, 2-6,
Grogan faced 21 batters in five innings and
David Potts. The victors responded with two
25-year-old New Yorker
shot a 1-over par 73 final allowed only a single. Livingston's only runs
final
eight. Connors was 6-4, 1-6, 6-2.
doubles by Kevin Tucker. a double each by Don
Is still around,
round Sunday in the came in the second inning when one runner
to play tuiseeded Emilio
McEnroe's victory
Easley and Kevin Turner and a pair of singles by
desperate to win the
Kemper Open Golf scored on a passed ball and another was walked
Sanchez of Spain in a over Higueras, twice a
Travis Turner.
tournam
ent he conTournament, breezing in.
match that was original- semifinalist here, was
Hutson moved into a three-way tie for first
siders to be as impor- ly set
to an easy five-stroke
The Livingston runs did little damage to the
for Sunday but the biggest test yet of
place with D&W Auto Pads and 1890's — all have
tant as the U.S. Open
win for his first victory
Murray lead, however, as the visitors chalked up
rescheduled because of his ability to adapt to
6-2 records.
and Wimbledon.
ever in the United 13 runs in the top of the second frame. Seventeen
darkness.
soft European clay.
PARK LEAGUE
"Right now,I'd rather
States.
Murray batters took their turns in the second in' Rodgers State Farm blasted Key Auto Parts,
win this one than any
ning, highlighted by Joel Conoley's three-run
17-6. and Thorton Heating and Air survived a
other," said McEnroe,
homer and Jay Watson's two-run double.
16-15 slugfest-against Caldwell Cars, Inc., in Friwho has never gotten
Rusty Wright and John Mark Pptts also drove
day's Park League action.
beyond the quarterThe Murray Tennis Association will hold a
in two runs apiece with well-placed singles in the
-Rob Banker led the Stale Farm crew with four
finals on the slow red
TOKYO (AP) —
meeting regarding the future of the associadecisive Murray inning.
hits including an inside-the-park home run, a
clay of Roland Garros
North Korea announced
tion, summer tennis clinic, summer tourIn the season opening twinbill. Murray was led
double and two singles. Gred Dowdy also had a
Stadium.
Saturday that is will not by Conoley's five RBI off three hits: Mark Bognaments and mixed doubles tournament.
homer for the winners and Jeremy Latimer had
The top-ranked player
send a team to the Los gess had four RBI on five hits and Jay Watson
Anyone interested in these activities is urgthree
hits
—
a triple, double and a single.
in the world on the
.
ed to attend.
Angeles Olympics. ac- had four RBI on two hits.
For ,Key, DaVid Rice was the leading hitter
Atari-ATP computer,
cording to a report by
The meeting will be held Wednesday at 7:30
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
with a double and a single.
McEnroe moved into
the official state news
p.m. at the Murray State Curris Center in the
Mickey Futrell went 3-for-4 and helped Chip
In the second game, Lucas Cherry had a douthe quarterfinals with a
Cumberland Room.
agency.
Greene pitch a winning effort against ACT Fri- '
-'45ie and two singles and drove in the winning run
6-4, 7-6, 3-6, 6-3 victory
A terse, two-line state- daY night as Enix Interiors won, 13-6, in Kenfor Thorton. His teammates collected two home
ment from the official 'lucky League action.
runs, one apiece by Daniel Deaver and Adam
Korean Central News
Chris Norsworthy was 2tfor-4 for the victors
Furgerson, while Mitchell McClain and Adam
Agency, monitored in
while ACT was paced by William Gordon's douGrOgan each had three hits and Shane Schroeder
Tokyo, made no ble and a pair of hits by Brent Keller.
had,a pair of triples.
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Sloane, the top-seeded County taking third.
reference to the Soviet. In the other Friday action, Michael Carr
For Caldwell. Steve Mattis. Chad Caldwell and
(AP) — Sayre School of girl, captured her seHill won the boy's title
led boycott of the Sum- scored in -the top of the eighth inning on an error
Valerie Shelton each had home_runs and Jason
Lexington, led by cond straight crown by by defeating Rocky
mer Games.
to give Jaycees a 9-8 victory aver CablevisibnLek-and Ryan 'arover each had three hits.
13-year -old Susan defeating Henry Clay's Mason of Henry Clay
Sloane's successful Kim Arnold 6-0, 6-0 in 53 4-6, 6-0, 6-3.
defense of her singles ti- minutes,
tle, captured all three
The Sayre doubles
In boy's doubles, the
NATIONAL MANUFACTURER & LOCAL BUILDER
crowns in the 1984 girls team was also a winner, St. Xavier
team of Gil
State High School Ten- with Holly Parrish and Haugh
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
and John Grieve
nis Tournament.
TWO RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR
Beckwith Archer took the title with a vicIn boys competition, defeating Patricia tory over
Henderson
which ended Saturday Mahon and Sue Ann County's Billy
Young
at the University of Ken- Bird of Henderson Coun- Jr. and
Jimmy Wilson,
tucky, junior Scott Hill ty 6-1, 6-2.
6-3, 6-2.
of Henderson County
Sacred Heart of
Louisville St. Xavier
Conversions
won the singles title and Louisville finished se- was second
in boy's play
Will do full or parhelped his team capture cond in the girl's tourna- followed
by Lexington
the overall boy's title.
tial van or truck
ment with Henderson Henry Clay.

"Magic took total control...
The just kept pushing the ball
clovsn our throats.
Larry Bird

Local Summer League Baseball

Skinner throws perfect game to initiate
Murray--Callow-ay Senior Babe Ruth season

McEnroe surviving French Open
despite penalties and opponents

Briefly

Kemper Golf

-

MTA announces meeting

Olympics

Sayre, Henderson win state tennis titles

DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS

KOAZCYH

conversions.
Call
Steve Moore
r s;:. 753-8107

'F,
E*
_

caltlar..Fasa Est.tigWg'r -

--

Pool .81 Spa Shop

Murray
Industrial Rd. Murray
753-0369

••••

1202'2 Johnson Blvd.

120 County Maps
In State Book

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

Well fix you up ,
753-461
(Acrest from the First Methodist Cherch)

• Weekdays 7-S Saturday 8-3

The Bluegrass State has 120 counties
and 69.000 miles of roads To travel and
find the opportunities it has to offet-1W. strestruhlorests or wildlife
-county maps ire vital.
A.-esostyLumpaic
120 maps--one ofeach county-toget.
with indes to communities and other
nformation, are in the 136 page book
°order Kentucky County Maps book.
.01 large 2.16 inch double spread
ii
d 110 70 to County
pa
Maps. ttn Jack K Kennedy. 610
Briar Cliff. Frankfort. KY 40601
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a
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-"UDE MI BRAY LEDGF:R t TIMES
FOOTBALL CAMP More than 60 local Youth
participated in last
week's Calloway County
High School summer
football camp, directed
by ('('HS Coach Sam
- Harp. Individual
awards were given to
two groups - morning
and afternoon - according to grades.
Superstar winners in
each group included:
5th grade - Johathan
SmothOrman, winner,
Jason Reed, runnerup;
6th grade - Marshall
Gilliam, winner, Chris
runnerup; 7th
grade - Brad Jackson,
winner, Chris Harp,
runnerup; 14th grade Darren NicCuiston, winner. Patrick Orr, runnerup. Morning camp
punt, pass and kick
Darien McCuiston, winner, Eric - Gibson,
runnerup.
Evening camp punt,
pass and kick - Allen
Douglas, winner, Greg
Baker, Joel Conoley, tie
for second; 9th grade
superstar - Chad Stubblefield, winner, Fred
Jones, runnerup; 10th
grade - Rhett Matthews, winner, Greg
Jones, runnerup; 11th
grade - Allen Douglas,
winner, Ricky Harrison,
runnerup; 12th grade Greg Baker, winner,
Joel Conoley, runnerup.

'•)q

•

AUTO
LAUNDRY

Open Mon. thru Thur.
8 a.m. to 7 -p.m.

Closed
Sunday

1;144 League Basel)all
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Baltimore 2, Detroit 1
EAST DIVISION
New York 15, Toronto 2
W L Pc/ G8
Kansas City S. Minnesota 2
Detroit
38 11
Boston 6,. Milwaukee 3
778 Tortinto
34 16
Chicago 3, Oakland 2
680 4%
Baltimore
30 22
Seattle 10, Texas 4
577 9%
Boston
24 26
480 14%
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Milwaukee
22 27
tte 1411
.
EAST DIVISION
New York
21 29
420 17%
W L Pct. GB
Cleveland
17 31
354 Pete Chicago
29 21 .580 WEST DIVISION
Philadelphia 28 21
571
%
California
29 25
537 New York
23 23 .500. 4
Seattle
26 27
491 2% Montreal
25 28
490.
4%
Chicago
24 27
471 8% St. Louis
28 28 .481' 5 •
Nansisafkly
33 16
WA 3%-- -14111111b8rgh—v1- 27- 45$17Minnesota
24 28
462 4
WEST DIVISION
Oakland
.24 29
453 4% Atlanta
30 33. 446
Texas
20 32
385 8
San Diego
28 22
560
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles
29 25
537 1'.
Toronto 9. New York 8 10 Innings Cincinnati
26 27
491 1
Baltimore 5. Detroit 0 •
Houston
22 29
431
7
Boston 6, Milwaukee 3
San Francisco 17 32
347 11
California 6, Cleveland 4
Saturday's Games
Oakland I, Chicago 8
Philadelphia 3 ChlOgo 2
Seattle 10, Texas 7
San Diego 3 San Francisco 2. lb
Kansas City 7 Minnesota 6 10 innings
Innings
Pittsburgh 2 Montreal 1
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 9 Cincinnati 3
California 7 Cleveland 1
New York 5. St Louis 2

Calloway Football Morning Campers

College Baseball'

"442)i%

/r•-,

College World Series
At A Glance
(Double efinsinabon)
At Omaha, Neb.
Friday, June 1
Texas 6. New Orleans 3
Cal St IIillerton S. Michigan 4
Saturday, June 2
Arizona St. 9, Miami 6
Oklahoma St. 9, Maine 5
Sunday, June 3
New Orleans 11, Michigan 3
Michigan eliminated
Miami 13, Maine 7, Maine
eliminated
Monday, June 4

.)P

;
*:>•Airlb

Calloway Football Afternoon Campers

By JOHN KEEN
Arizona kept its post- previous week,
"I felt like we had to
AP Writer
season hopes alive with established the new do it or
die and then
For the record, Todd a 38-28 victory over Bir- league mark - one
shy they'd bury us- in a
Fowler and Jim Kelly mingham, and Los of the Nat.onal Footbal
l ditch," said Coach
work well as a team. If Angeles rallied to defeat League record
set in George. Allen, "If we
there are any doubts, Washington 35-21.
1983 by Cincinnati 'win the final three
just ask the Denver
In gams played Fri- Bengals quarterback games, we will go to the
Gold. •
day night, Memphis Kenny Anderson.
playoffs:
Kelly fired two edged New Orleans
The Pittsburgh
"This was unquestouchdown 'passes Sun- 20-17, while Michigan Maulers .visit their
tionably our biggest
day to tie the all-time eked out a 23-17 over- eross-state rivals,
the win," added Allen. "We
professional football time victory over San L'hiladelphka Stars,
came in here 10-point
mark of 36 in a season, Antonio.
tonight.
underdogs and beat
and Fowler ran up a
them in their own
record of his own,
backyari by 10 points.
rushing for 208 yards, as
We showed a lot of
the Houston Gamblers
character, toughness
whipped the Denver
and guts, and that's
Gold 36-20 in United
what life is all about."
States Football League
Cliff Stoudt tossed
action.
three
touchdown pastes
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Fowler, a tight end in
for Birmingham.
college, was converted
On Saturday night,
The Houston offensive
Bandits 40,
to running back by the Vagas Ferguson
ran one left Gold Coach Craig
Generals 14
Gamblers in the pre- yard for a touchd
own Morton panning for
Injured wide receiver
season. but his primary late in the first
quarter answers.
Willie Gillespie. who
duties were eXpected to and Larry Canada
"I don't know what played sparingly the
addbe as a blocker. With his ed a 14-yard scoring
run the motivational factor past two weeks, overfourth 100-plus-yard in the final minutes
of is when we have a came soreness in his
game, he's proved to be the game as the Chicag
o championship to play ankles and the haunting
more than that.
Blitz beat Oklahoma for, then come out and memory of a childhood
"My offensive line 14-0, the Outlaws' play the way
we did," friend who died last
knocked out some 'big seventh strai
ght muttered Morton. ."The week to help Tampa
holes in the defense, and setback.
playoffs right now are a Bay claim at least a
all the credit should go
In the only other game dream for us unless we wild-card berth in the
to them," said Fowler, Saturday, quarter
back find some kind of playoffs.
who eclipsed the Fred Besana set
a USFL spark.".
Galt$Ple Qn1Y-140-nned
prevtous -USFL
record of19 consecutive
Wranglers 38,
to hold on kicks against
game standard of 200 completions
to lead
Stallions 28
the Generals, but when
yards set by teammate Oakland to its
Veteran quarterback starting wide receiver
sixth
Sam Harrell earlier this straight victory, a
17-12 Greg Landry passed for Eric Truvillion hurt an
year. Harrell is on in- triumph over
the three touchdowns and ankle, Gillespie was
jured reserve with a leg Jacksonville Bulls,
and Tim Spencer ran for pressed into service and
Injury.
keep the Invaders' two, including an responded by catching
In other games Sun- playoff hopes alive.
81-yard scamper, as the four passes for 80 yards
day, Tampa Bay routed
Besana completed his Wranglers piled up 416 and two touchdowns.
New Jersey 40-14 to first 17 passes
of the yards in offense and
Tampa quarterback
clinch at least a wild- game which,
coupled mained in the hunt for a John Reaves completed
card playoff berth, with two from
the playoff spot.
14 of 23 passes for 211

outh camp scheduled June 17-21

Openings available for MSU football camp

in passing, pass receiving, centering, offensive
line play, linebacker
play, defensive
backfield play, tackling

I' %(.1r.. II

18, Podeloonal low41i

Kelly scoring passes tie all-time record

._,A limited number of
openings for the Murray
State University Racer
Football Camp are still
available.
One of the fastest
growing summer youth
camps in the area, _this
year's Racer Football
Camp is scheduled to be
held June 17-21. The
camp is open to boys
age 8 to high school
senior (high school
graduates excluded).
Instruction is provided
by the MSU football
coaching staff.
Cost of tuition and
fees is $140 for campers
desiring to live on cam„„, pus and $95 for campers
desiring to live off campus. -A minimum $25
non-refundable deposit
or the full amount of tuition and fees Must accompany each application. Checks should be
made payable to Muri
ray State University.
Campers will be divided into a,ge groups and
instructed according to
each group'-s mental
a n d
.

%ION!)AI . •11 'SY- 4, 1984

and running will be
available to all
participants.
Team drills will stress
strategy and special
team situations. Training and conditioning
work will include weight
training for special
skills and strengths and
drills designed to pro-

duce successful players. and conditioning will
"Our camp is set up improve athletic skills
not just to help. that can be applied in a
youngsters become bet- variety of sports."
ter football players but
For additional inforto help them become mation, call 5022162-4229
better overall athletes,” or 502-762-6181 or write
Racer head coach the MSU Summer Youth
Frank 'Beamer said. Program, Sparks Hall,
"Our emphasis on form Murray State Universirunning, weight training ty, Murray, Ky. 42071.
••/

United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE.
Atlantic
W L T Pct PF
a-Philadelphia
13 1 0 929 394
New Jersey
11 4 0
733 356
Pittsensrgh
;I'11 0
-221
Washington
,
4
2 13 0
133 221
Southern
•
•
x-BIrminghm
12 3 0
800 464
a-Tampa Bay 0
11 4 0
733 418
New Orleans
8 7 0
533 293
Memphis
7 8 0
467 273
Jacksonville
4 11 0
267 267
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
Houston
10 5 0
667
Michigan
8 7 0
533 .533
Oklahoma
6 9 0
400 217
Chicago
5 10 0
333 '310
San Antonio
5 10 0
333 239
Pacific
Denver
53,3 310
8 7 0
Los Ar
8 7 0
533 287
Arizona
7440 467 386
Oakland
6 9 0
400 196
x-ciincflEiyfi berth
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Friday's Games
Memphis 20, Nes Orleans 17
Michigan 23. San Antonio 17 OT
Saturday's Games
Oakland 17. Jgcksonville 12

PA
1,65
274
-281
402

.
Susidary's Games
Arizona 38. Birmingham 2*
Houston 36, Denver 20
Los Angeles 35, Washington 21
Ttlerfpa Hai 40. Net, Jersey 14
.
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Friday. June 8
Philadelphia at Denver
Jacksonville at Arizona
Saturday. June 9
Michigan at Oakland
Memphis arTampa Bay
•
Sunday. June 10
Washington at Birmingham
New Orleans at New Jersey
I..os Angeles at Oklahoma
Chicago at Houston
•
Monday, June 1.1
'San Antonio at Pittsburgh

258
298
324
341.
391

358
321
385
372

293
358
309
260
292

SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS
PLUS HIGH INTEREST!

'
'•1.-''
'
Ine

ourt
753-4451
State Auto
Insurance
Companies

MILWAUKEE.
(AP) - Tom Sneva
roared past a powerless
Rick Mears in -the final
turn Sunday to win the
Dana-Rex Mays 200
Indy-car.race for the second straight year.

Free Gift Offer Ends
Friday, June 29th

Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you hav been waiting for.
TV's and other super g
lus high
interest when you invest our highearning certificates.
Get a free,gift* to entoy now, plus your
money back later with full interest! All you
have to do is open a Lincoln Federal 2' 3' .,
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit. you'll receive a corresponding
free gift (See gift chart.) -7
The best part is that with a Lincoln
Federal Savings Certificate you're locking in a
---guzietriitEect'fi'76-Krate for the tong term. Not a
bad idea with .rates constantly changing.
•
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at'
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and moil it to us.

'0290

,

Auto Racing

10.75%* Intereston 3/
1
2Year Certificates
10.70°/0* Interest on 2/
1
2Year Certificates

e230

•

NBA Playoff Glance
CHAMPIONSHIP •
(Best of seven)
Boston vs Los Angeles
Sunday. May 27
Los Angeles 115. Boston 104
Thursday. May 31
Boston 124. Los Angeles 121 f.)r
Sunday. June 3
Los Angeles 137, Boston 104 Los
Angeles
leads series 2-1
7
Wednesday. June 6
. Boston at Los Angeles
Friday, June 8
• Los Angeles at Boston
Sunday. June 10
Boston at Los Angeles

10.80%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates

Otic

•_1
.1914-064.

Baskihtball

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS

95.., 3' v.t.1. 2 - v...
Dopes., Down.' Orpowt
A..o.at Amour,.
S , Scr S :-4
. S .
O..

PURDOM
THURMAN
AND
McNUTT

San Diego? San Francisco 6 1q,
game
Houston 5 Los Angeles 3

United States Football League

yards and three
touchdowns, and the
Bandits' defense stole
two passes, blocked a
punt and limited
_Herschel Walker to onlY
59 yards on 16 carries..
Express 35;
Federals 21
Kevin Mack ran for
141 yards, including a
71-yard jaunt late in the
game, as Los Angeles
rebounded from an
11-point deficit to move
dyer the .500 mark for
the first time in 10
weeks and tie Denver
for first place in the
Pacific Division.
Mike HoherLiee hurled
two TD passes for the
Fee. 'als, whose 2-13
record is the worst in
the league.

Arnim/al

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protec
lion and service Call us
today

Game 7 - Texas 5842, vs Cal
St •Fullerton 62-19
Tuesday. June 5
Game 8 - Arizona St 54-18. vs
Oklahoma St . 59-13
Wednesday. June 6
Game 9 - Miami 14-27 vs
Game 7 loser
Game 10 - New Orleans 46-25
vs Game 8 loser
.
Thursday. June 7
Game 11 - Game 7 winner vs
Game 8 winner
Pairings of four remaining teams
to be determined by NCAA
committee

Houston 9, Los Angeles 3
Sunday's Games
Chicago 11. Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 4. Montreal 0
St Louis I. New York 0
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 0
San Diego San Francisco

-
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'1984 Chevrolet
Cavalier Convertible
Now In Stock

rRETURN TO: Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan
-•
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D-Day celebrations rstrike bitterness in Soviets
MOSCOW (AP) —
Celebrations of the 40th
anniversary of D-Day
have aroused indignation at tie Kremlin
about memorials to
Western heroism
against "the Narris, an
enemy the Soviets claim
to have virtually routed
before the Allies landed
at Normandy.
As fhr as the 'Soviets

nalists depict the
Western celebration as
a U.S.-led effort to
beismirch Soviet
heroism with
"malicious lies," boost
President Reagan's reelection campaign and
find a new weapon in the
East-West war of words.
They have turned out
a daily +stream of articles and broadcasts
for weeks, published a
special booklet in four
languages and held one
of Moscow',s rare news
conferences to play
down the importance of
the • Allied invasion if.
Answer le Preatises Punk
Europe.
Verbal battle notPOST
THAI
CUR
0
R
A I. E
withstanding, the
,R
!PA A
E
P
N1 Soviets and other East
PLEASE
EARNE
be
have acT o
R A hi 8
li
cepted invitations from
SANS
POL
TIC,
_ kRA
MOV ED
'the-French government
OA
in.
EPEA TEO
ANT Alto the ceremonies. After
are concerned, World
War II was nearly over
by dawn of D-Day, June
8, 1944. The invasion of
Nazi-occupied France,
they say, gave a longawaited boost to the
Soviet campaign but
simply shortened the
period before inevitable, final victory.
Sovfet officials,
historians and Jour-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
Islands
1 Hit lightly
whirlwind
4 Lyric poem
7 Obstruct
9 Headgear
8 A cheese
•)12 Single
9 Temporary
13 liSralk on
bed
14 angio-Saxo.n 10 Exist
it Cushion
15 Buccaneer
16 Astern
. 1.7_Tangled
18 Coy
19 Datum
20 Youngster
21 Mile abbr
22 Room
A
hi MI
22 Let it stand
23 Piece cut
PARENT
AliTTED
25 Dine
to fit into
A LECIOPA
/4 AL
27 Light rain
mortise
ENT
EEL
ORAN
31 Fondle
24 Latin
$ A T
R
32 Increases
conjunction
34 Article •
26 Weariness
35 Female
28 Maiden loved 39 A state: abbr. 51 Knock
,sheep
by Zeus
40 Beverage
52 Diocese
36 Staff
29 Trap
41 Teutonic
54 Mountain on
37 Cooled lava 30 Former
deity
Crete
38 Assented
Russian
41 In music, high 55 Carpet
41 Transgress
rulers
46 Birds home 56 Compass
42 Goals
32 Veneration
4ta4row poison
point
43 Spread for
33 Bushy clump 49 Equality
-510 A continent
drying
35 Worms
. 50 Swiss „Anton
abbr.
44 brilar god
1 12 3
4 5
7
45 Printer's
9 10 11
measure
12
113
- 47-Dye-plant - 49 Pocketbooks
15
53 All
19
57 Macaw
58 Judgment
60 Press for
payment
61 Tear .
62 Plague
63 Mature

4t- _

25

27

PPP

31
34

36

38

42
DOWN
1 Cover
2 Southern
black bird
3 Through
157
4 Girls name
5 Going before 281
•W•14909

grumbling that the invitations were tardy,
the Soviet Union,
Poland and
Czechoslovakia are sending delegates, according to the French
Veterans Ministry.
Nearly 40 years after
the armistice, the
memory of Soviet
sacrifices officially 20
million dead — is bitter.
The state still gives
medals for wartime
heroism, and articles
and books are published
regularly on the subject.
The Soviets view the
global conflict almost as
two wars: a Second
World War, which their
texts say began in 1939
in "the struggle of imperialist and bourgeois
systems," and the great
patriotic war, which
be an with Hitler's 1941

invasion of the Soviet
Union
The Normandy invasion, according to this
view, speeded the surrender of Nazi Germany
by opening a "second
front" but was not
decisive and perhaps
not even necessary.
"By the time of the
opening of thern second
front, the fascist bloc
was broken," said
Daniil Kraminov, editor
of Za Rubezhom
(Abroad), an international afftairs publication, at the news conference last week.
Soviet historians and
current press commentaries claim the
Western Alliance
delayed the invasion by,
two years so the Soviets
would bear the brunt of
Hitler's war machine. •

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

General Mcitors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich 'II
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

+ 13.48
.43% + 7a
303.8 + 1,,
1548 - .
1
. 275* - 12
243
4.
477,4 + 3„
39
1.2
••• 1814 + 18
6478 + 5'14
31 1,2 + ri
2938 + as
2412 • + ,
5
r
7%

1- 1•4

45

I.B.M
1094; +1'
Jerrico
15 +
J.C. Penney
5012 Johnson & Johnson
3114, + s
Kmart
2912 unc
Mary ,Kay__Costrt,.„ ,
121Ar_ •
Penwalt
3334 + 12
Quaker Oats
601
+
'Sears
311,
, +
Stuart Hall
4„,,„;
unc
••
Texaco
357, + 4,
,
U.S.- Tobacco
331, + 1
Wal-Mart
3818 + 48
Wendy's
1578 + 14
A.L Williams
9 unc
C.E.F. Yield
10.17

53

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
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I DON'T BELIEVE IN I
GRADES! I DoN'T
BELIEVE WE SHOULD BE
JUDGED AND LABELED!

E-1

Van Buren
2 .

DEAR ABBY: The catfish cook
who -uses extra-large panty hose to
strain grease from catfish had a
very good idea, but using panty hose
as a strainer is not original. My
husband is a painting contractor,
and he uses my old panty hose to
strain paint. He says they make
much better strainers than the
commercial ones sold in paint stores,
and they're much cheaper. Pass this
along,
FRESNO HOUSEWIFE
DEAR HOUSEWIFE: Thanks
for the tip. Please stay tuned for
a tip from another California
reader:
DEAR ABBY: A reader asked if
there was a health hazard in using
secondhand panty hose to strain
catfish. You assured him there was
- not, but suggested that if he had a
psychological hang-up about it, he
should buy some new Fat' Fanny
Panty Hose.
Abby, are you aware that every
ingredient that comes in contact
with food riust be approved by the
Food and Drug Administration? I
suspect that all ingredients in Fat
Fanny Panty Hose are not FDA
approved, so I'd worry more about
the toxicity of chemicals used in
manufacturing those panty hose
than anything else.
Most people are unaware of the
importance of FDA approval. For
example, someone who needs to
replace water pipes .in his house
may innocently purchase plastic
piping not intended for that purpose, and later learn that plastic
pipes contairrtaxic-chentiralte
ChPck oat those panty hose, Abby,
and hot your readers know.
AWARE IN WHITTIER, CALLI,.
DEAR AWARE:I contacted H.

ri DON'T THINK
SO-.- IT'S
RAINING TOO
HARD

GO OVER TO
SLUGGO'S -OUSE?

OK. ILL JUST STAY
HERE AND PRACTICE
MY VIOLIN LESSON

LAGRANGE, Ky. (AP)
— The 1,500 inmates of
the state reformatory
here have been notified
that one prisoner has
been hospitalized with a
case of AIDS, Warden
John Rees said.
The man, whose identity was not disclosed,
was admitted_ to the
prison in March. He was
hospitalized about two
weeks ago and doctors
confirmed a few days
later that he was suffering from the often fatal
Acquired Immune _Deft
:
ciency Syndrome, Rees
told WLKY-TV in
Louisville on Sunday.
Rees said prison officials had no indication
that other inmates were
suffering from the
disease.

5HE CHANGED
HER MIND

0-r

GOOD MORNING,
GOOP
BOYS AND
MORNING,
GIRLS
UNCLE ROY

I LOVE YOU
JUST THE- WAY
YOU ARE

I LOVE
-YOU,T00.
UNCLE ROY

I ALSO LOVE
MONDAYS

Jin
He
shi

Panty Hose As Cooking Aid
Strains Bounds of Safety

LaGrange
inmate has
case of AIDS
AUNT FRITZI, CAN I

By Abigail

Tui

re
Ole

Glaser & Son Inc., the manufacturer of Fat Fannie (not Fanny)
Panty Hose, in Framingham,
Mass., and asked if its panty
hose were approved by the FDA.
I was told,"No,because hosiery
is clearly made to wear, not to
eat."
So be advised, dear readers,
that food strained through panty
hose (Fat Fannie or any other
kind) may be hazardous to your
health. Perhaps all wearing
apparel should be approved by
the FDA. Ask any clothing retailer: Over the years, he's had
to "eat" a lot of merchandise.
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
Air Products '
Apple CoMputer..
American'Telephone
Briggs & Stratton. .
Chrysler_
Dupctnt
Ford

De tv

STICK IT IN

-Yo-ock EAR,
UNCLE ROY

Ireland, U.S.
have close ties

X/V1 DAVIS 6-/

GALWAY, Ireland
(AP) — President
Reagan, returning to
Ireland in search of his
ancestral roots, is
heralding the close ties
between the _United
States and this country.
In remarks today at
National University of
Ireland, the president
was to touch on the common themes underlying
the relationship between the two countries.
The 8,000-mile trip
will also take him to the
40th anniversary
ceremonies of the Allied
D-Day landings in
France and the sevennation economic summit in London.
On his first stop, the
president arrived in early evening sunlight Friday at Shannon,
Ireland. And he immediately made it clear
this part of his trip will
be a sentimental look at
his heritage.

YOU'RE LUCKY
YOU CAUGNT
ME IN,SUCN
A GENEROUS
MOOP
1

•

,41 lOOK-01/T BANDIT
TAIGSV CARE OF...

Hog market
•

DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to
marry a man Who has been married
before. His first marriageenicied ip
what he describes as a "frietidty
divorce." This is my first marriage.
We are planning a double-ring
ceremony. His first marriage was a
double-ring ceremony, and he sees
noting wrorig-with üsiñg the-W,ed- .
ding band (for himself) that he used
for his first wedding because he paid
for it. After he was divorced he put
the ring away, but now he says,
"Why buy another ring when I
already have one in the drawer''
Abby, I would like to buy him a
new wedding band that is not
associated with any other union. He
insists it has no "meaning," but I
still don't like the idea.
Whatido you think?
ONE RING TOO MANY
MINIM. ALmarriage. Calls for a new wedding ring. Even if his first ring
now has no "meaning" for him,
your feelings in the matter
should be considered.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1.L
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purch
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TEA(
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Legal

IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT r'01 RT
Civil Action File No. 84-CI-038
SHERIFF'S SALE
RANK OF MURRAV,
PLAINTIFF
VS.,
H. ALAN RAIDT,
DEFENDANT
Under Judgment entered against H. Alan
Raidt on May 11„1984, I, David M. Haientine, Sheriff, will sell at public atter
to
the highest and best bidder, the terms of
sale being cash, the following described
vehicle:
1974 Dodge Van, Tradesman IINI. Serial
NO, B1IAR4X096684
A bill of sale will be provided as per the
Judgment of the Calloway Circuit .Court
aforementioned. -Said Nate wilt titi- hetd-rift"
the 18th day of June, 1984,- at the hour of
1:09 p.m. at the South door of the (our- thouse in Murray, Calloway ('ounty,
Kentucky.

tTöTT
mow
time,

RE

bore
Coal
Veg,
thus
ex pi
weel
prov
bont
vaca
day.
Mus

HAIM) Nl. BALENTIN E. SHERIFF
CALLOWAV COUNTY.

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
• PUBLIC' AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of thal
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
("Security
Agreement"
executed by Bennett Coy
& Beverly Coy on
June 1st, 1977, which
is now in default, that
the property described below will be
publicly offered for
sale and sold to the
highest bidder, for
cash, cashier's check
or other ',`good" funds
on June 20th, 1984, at
10:00 o'clock a.m. at:
Stark's
Brothers
Mobile Homes Inc. Rt.
9 Box 40 Be.nton, KY
42025. Mobile home
for sale: - Year 1977.
Make Conc,hemco,
Serial No. 8506 with
stove.
The proceeds of
said shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of the indebtedness secured
by said Security
- Agreement which is
-$5916811 as of this
date, plus' accrued
finan'Ce ch

Federal.State Market Seas ServIre
Monday. June 4. 11014
Karats:ay k'uo;ase Area Hog Market
-.• Report India
Buying Stations'
ROceipEj Act i7 Est 450 Barrows
Gilts niipstly 75 higher Sows
steady I 30 '9iigher mostly I SA
higher
\
I'S 1,2 210 240 Ihs $49410 40 50 lea 49,15
US 2 MO 210 IA.
$4• 00-49 no
I'S: 2 210 2W lb.
$48 50.414 no
09-1-N 9511:219
Ulm) Sp
'1671r
TfArt—ftrfir'iftr""."
I'S i 2 1.11i 350 140.,
S.17 SO 39
Orr
1813 300 450 Itis
• la,50 41 00 .costs and expenses of
I'S 1 3 450 300 lb.
140 50 42 OR •
1:4: 1.3 500 4.50 Ihs
$41 So 42 50 repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
2-3 son Soo lbs
1137 a. so
liners 14141.11; tea 1.14

Si

right to bid at said
-sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any, in
addition to sales price
'at the time of sale.
DATED this 29th
day of May, 1984.
. Colwell 'Mortgage
Corpt5ration By Marshall Yelverton.
2---.N0tice

Incredible
Prices
2 Gal. Outside
Latex House
Paint.
Reg. $33.50

$2395
BEL-AIR
,DECOR STORE
Sale

EXPENSES shared to
San Francisco, Calif. by
July 5th. 436-2106.
WALLACE'S U-Pick.
North 16th and Poor
Farm Rd. Open 7:00
A.M. Tues., Thurs., and
Sat. Price Still 50 cents
Qt
DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
711(i:LC7a
CHEVROLET
753-2617
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CLASSIFIE ADVERT! EMENTS
2 .Notice

1

9. Situation

Wanted

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
20. Sports Equipment
37. Livestock-Supplies
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
WILL Clean your house. .45 CAL. Thompson 10x50 STAR trailer for PERFO
RWANC
1978
TOP-E
P
ER
MERCURY
for '76 El
Zephyr CARPENTER work, OVERCAST'S
Have excellent re- Center Hawken Flin- sale. $3,200. Located: TESTED
Jim Suitor & Jerry
Re3/8, 1/2, 3/4' Cimino. Will fit other Z-7, all options, new
West Ky.
painting, roto tilling. By frigeration and Air
tlock, good shape, velopment Lake De- and 7/8 Simmental and models. 299, 1 mile
Henry will be in our ferences. 759-1762.
Michelin tires. Call hour or
, Lax Rd.,
job.
j53-0790.
Conditio
n Service.
shoots well, $100 firm. Lot
753-8824.
10. Business Opportunity
showroom from
no. 3. Contact Maine -Anjou service north of Stella. 753-1623.
and Cleaned and repaired.
753-0556 after 5p.m
age bulls. Only the very
1978 T-BIRD, baby blue
Plumbing
Hwy.
6:30-8:00 Mon., /,000 SQ. Ft. Commer- PADUCAH GVNSHOW. Ferguson.
280. 753-7275.
Over 30
top performance bulls
with whit* top, loaded years
experience. Work
cial block building on I June 9-10 from 10-5 at 10x. CONCRETE drive, offered from over 800 Al
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
with equipment. $2,650.
carport
and
porch,
guaranteed., Free es- WE Buy
acre pave parking lot. the Jaycee Civic Cenperformance cows. All 49. Used Cars... 4874808.
Sell and
'
PURDOM
timates on request. Call Repair Used Air ConLocated 5 miles west of ter, Paducah, Ky. BUY- carpeted. 121 out of bulls health tested and 1955. CHEVY,
6 cylin- 1979 FORD Mustang. anytime,
Coldwater
on
Sandlack
Murray on Hwy. 94. SELL -TRADE!
MOTORS, INC.
436-2218.
ditioners, Dill Electric,
guaranteed. Broadbent der, 2 dr., 60.xxx miles, Call 436-2732.
$30,000 with financing MCCANN GUNSHOWS Road. 436-2828.
753-9104
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz, baby blue and white, 1980
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
T
BIRD,
1970
VICEROY
perfecf
12x50, 2 KY 42211. Phone (Day) new
available. 435-4526.
618-337-7543. Gun Door
tires, excellent condition, 42,413
BR, all electric. Just (502)235-5182.
miles.
Aluminum Service Co.
Prize.
condition. 85.500. Call Call 753-0578
been
or after
remodeled. Extra
14. Want to Buy
753-1575.
Aluminum
and vinyl
6p.m.
759-1123.
RACKING
Horse
Mare.
nice.
$4,000. Call 7535. Lost and Found
.
IISED Fireproof filing 22
siding.,Custo
Must be true Racker 1962 AUSTIN Healey 1081 HONDA CX-500
1609.
m trim work.
Music
al
FOUND. Bird dog. cabinet. Also mobile
MK-2, model 3000. Call Custom liquid
1976 DETROIT 14x56, 2 (no Pacer). Not over 10
cool shaft
References. Call Will Ed
Owner may claim by home tires. 753-2922.
753-4350,
/JSED Yamaha Re- BR,
ask
for
Bob.
drive,
two tone blue,
central heat and years old. Sorrow color
identifying and paying WANTED to buy: Har- ceiver, $150, good conBailey, 753-0689.
air, stove, washer and preferred. About 15 I/7 1062 RAMBLER excIent condition. 492for this ad. Call 753-2878.
dwood timber. Call dition, clean sound and dryer, underpinning, hands tall and good Classic, runs good, body 889 .
Sanyo Turntable with otility
753-0338.
pole, front and looking smooth made in excellent condition. 198 -CADILLAC Coupe GENERA
L HOME
WANT TO BUY. Shorf needle, $50 Call 759-9567 rear deck option. Extra mare with good head set Call 753-8107.
Deville, immaculate
6. Help Wanted
REPAIR. 15 years ex- ROOFING, Painting,
wide bed for 1960-1966 after 4p.m.
nice.'Call 753-1596, After and good mane and tail. 1967 JAGUAR XKE condition, very low
perience. Carpentry, Concrete \ Work. All
Chevrolet truck. 7535p.m. 753-5905.
Must be well broke and Coupe, rebuilt engine, miles, loaded with exA FUN JOB. Super- 7597.
gentle for Ipdy to ride. new tires, excellent fres. Call 1-247-5840 for concrete,. plumbing, types of stortruction
roofing, •siding. NO work. Free estimates.
24 Miscellaneous
visors needed for USA
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Call collect after 6p.m. condition. $9,500. Phone details
JOB TO SMALL. Free Quality Work. Herb
No. 1 Toy Party Plan to 15. Articles for Sale
ALL Leather Klien 2 BR, 114 bath, fur- 6'18-242-1978 or write 753-6323 after 5p.m.
1
9
8
4
OLDS
Ciera estimates, Days 753- Harris. 474-8839.
hire and manage deLineman's belt with nished mobile home. Emmit Wilson, Ikt. 7, 1970 BEETLE V.W., Brougham, V-6, 4 dr., 6973, nights
mostrators. Free train474-2276.
yellow, mint condition, auto. transmission,
Mt. Vernon, IL 62864.
Lanyard. New, never 753-4808.
JOE (Sonney) McKining and supplies. Free
many
factory
extras,
no
used, $70. Call 489-2406.
WESTERN
Saddle
in
loaded.
$9,495. ney Appliance Service.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
$300 sample kit. Great
Little used 10 h.p.
FIREWOOD for sale. Murray. No pets. 489- good condition for sale rust, never wrecked. 1-382-2260, Lynn Grove.
All makes and models.
pay and earn Hawaii
Serious
bids
only.
Call
Air
Compress
Seasonin
or
(2
English
trade
or
g
for
Oak and 2611.
Authorized Service on
trip. Work from your
753-8374
after
5p.m.
50.
Used
Trucks
Hickory.
Saddle.
$25
753-0530.
Call
pickup, $30
years old) 3 phase.
Montgomery Ward Aphome. Ladies over 23
1972
VOLKgW
AGEN
29.
Heating
delivered.
and
Cooling
753-7783 after
1976 FORD Courier, air, pliances). Located at
call for details. Call
Complete
with
CONSTRUCTION
Convertible, white with
38. Pets -Supplies
5p.m.
4 speed, $1,650. 753-8124.
Debbie collect at
George Hodge and Son
black
top.
Call
753-6114
filters
and
reset
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
Used
502-653-4704 or 502-6531990
Furniture
MAZDA
For Sale Used Air
Store
Pickup,
after 5p.m.
• PrOfessional
oak, tree trimming and
Frozen Brine
box.
4742.
753-8505.
Conditioners 34,000
1973 CHEVY Impala, $550 under book, extra
removing hedges and
nice.
Shrimp
CARPENTER with own
759-1801
reliable service.
ODD job specialist,
Gould
good mechanical conBTU to 5,000 BTU.
shrubs. Free estimates.
tools. Call 753-5152.
Hand Tamed
ceiling fans, electrical,
dition, many new en- 51. Campers
753-5476.
Local
Guarantee
references
Oil
d
Co
INSTRUMENT Maker.
plumbing, fencing. You
Cockatiels
gine parts, some body
JOHN Deere CrawlerDILL'S ELECTRIC
Demonstrated skills,
14
Call
name
FT.
it,
I
Camper
do
Joe
trailer,
it.
You
Phone
Ross.
rust,
$650. 753-8291.
Loader, gocd condition.
PET PEN
metal working, wood
real good condition. buy, I install. You
753-9104
1074
4
DR.
Dodge
Mon$2,900.
436-5539.
753-6581.
•
492-88
•
1101
85
Story Ave
working, general shop
break, I fix. Call 436aco, air, ps, auto., fair 759-1846.
MAPLE table, chair,
759-1329
repair and scientific
2868.
1970
SHASTA
14
ft
condition. $375. Call
$85. Refrigerator, $35. 30. Business Rentals
equipment design and
trailer, sleeps 6, stove,
LICENSED Electrician
759-9835.
construction. Specific 2 SMALL bikes, Queen Bedroom suite, $150.
refrigerator
.
for residential and
$850. Also
Estate
43.
Real
1974
GRAN
Torino
Aluminum
Couch,
Anne
dresser,.
and
$45.
Baby bed,
odd
Vinyl
skills include Oxycommercial. Heating
Brougham, 1 owner,. 1978 XL 175 Honda Dirt
Mini
siding and Aluminum
acetylene, electric arc chairs, dresser, stove $25. Front door. $20.
Bike, $150. Call after
and air condition, gas
metallic
brown
with
753-5292.
hood,
Chiffrobe.
753trim
for
all
STROUT
and Tungsten Inert Gas
houses
It
6p.m.
Warehou
436-2455.
se
installation and repair.
beige vinyl top, good
MINOLTA copy
stops
(T.I.G.4- welding opera- 9218.
painting.
REALTY
Phone 753-7203.
condition. $1,500. 753- 25 FT. Chris Craff
Storage Space
tion of an engine lathe, SEARS clothes dryer, machine, excellent
Jack Glover
Cruiser. cooking and
NEED work on your
9357Bridgeport vertical good condition. Call condition, $795. 759-1041.
Lou Ann Pfillpot 753-6843
For Rent
trees? Topping, prun1974 GRAN Prix.- 1214 sleeping quarters, $2.
753-1873
mill, band saw, shear after 6p.m. 753-3817.
Wayne 1Nlson 753-5086
NEW Air Compressors.
ing, shaping, complete
753-1492
Gran Ville, 4 dr. 1975 000. 753-9775.
and brake, table saw,
Kennon
438-5876
L.
Joe
Commercial
5 h.p., 60
removal and more. Call
Dodge Dart, 4 dr. 1968 52. Boats
jointer and planer. Sal- 16. Home Furnishings
1912 Coldwater Road
-Motors
gal. tanks, 15.3 C.F.M.
LEE'S CARPET ROVER'S TREE
Cadillac Cony. These
ary negotiable. Send BLACK vinyl couch and per minute. Retail $1, RETAIL space for rent.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
and other good local • PTH Finder, Troll!' ,CLEANING. Murray's SERVICE for Proresume and 3 re- recliner. $55. Coth 295. Special $695. We Located on North 12th
(5021 753-0186
older cars. You clean ing Motor repairs. Fac- only professional Car- fessional tree care.'
Anytime
ferences to Dr.. Gary/ W. couch and chair, $35. deliver. 901-749-0091 St. $100/month. 753em and save. flick's tory authorized parts pet Cleaning Company 753-0338.
5548.
JOE L. KENNON '
Boggess, Dean, College Call 759-1738. Must sell.
night or day.
Vinyl Roofs, North 16th and warranty service. with over 12 years LAWN Mower and tiler
Broker
'of Science, MSU,
.
•
Q kJ( And HickAr
-and.__Poor --Farm -Rd. - -‘owra-nee,.: Minn-Kota, continuous.local: service repair.
34. Want ,te-...fient
LI8CnelliP41.
'Mlflr a y,'1Cr 420'7.1.
farm Eqiirpfdefit
3 miles -south- on
firewood;..1737eiCit de.Motor
Guide. ECHO using the most powerful
753-9872. We trade.
E.O.E./MF.
and Kim
wayne
See
41.
CONSULTANT re1981 CHEVROLET livered. 436-2778.
1974 PONTIAC Grand- E LECT-RO -NICS. • cleaning system made. Wilson, 753-5086.
WANTED woman to do Twin Screw
Hundreds
of
satisfied
Paducah,
Truck, 70 PAOCESS MAIL! 571 quires housing for 7
Ky.
442-7673
vire. $400 or best offer
LISTING;
general office work. series, heavy
repeat customers.
duty per hundred! No ex- months. Apt. or house in Investme Residential, Stainless steel, meat
Must be reliable, work Kodak cab,
nt, FmHA,
53.
Services
Licensed and Insured. 56. free Column
Offered
3208 Cat perience. Part or full Murray. Preferrably furhooks,
new
crochet
hours 8-4. Monday Diesel engine,
Land, Lake, Commercial,
We move the furniture FREE Kittens. Good
13 speed time. Start im- nished. Call Mr. McFarms. Murray baby blanket, $25. 492- APPLIANCE SERVICE. free. Free estimates. 24 mousers.
through Friday. Send transmiss
ion, 24 ft. mediately. Details-send Donald. 762-3051 days,
Inside or out8954.
Itenmore,
Westinghous
e,
Calloway Co. Realty,
resume to Rt. 7, Box 722 grain bed twin
hour service. 753-5827.
side pets. 753-3474,
hoist, self-addressed stamped 753-5986 evenings.
1975 FORD LTD. 4 dr., Whirlpool. 21 years exMurray.
radial tires, less than envelope to CRI-N41, MARRIED couple 753-8146 or Ron Talent, black, good condition. perience. Parts and ser753-9894.
100,000 miles $25,000
Box' 9014, Stuart, FL -wants to rent lot in
vice. Bobby Hopper,
$1,350. 753-8124.
country for new trailer.
Jerry Page, 33495.
44.
9. Situation Wanted
Lots for Sale
1976 DATSUN B210, Bob's Appliance Service.
753-1890
Call
or
759-4494
901-642-3328.
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
01 YEARS Experience FOR Sale 1951 Red RAILROAD Ties, $3.06
AURORA one to 10 acres excellent condition, 753-8886
(home).
purchasing agent and Belly Tractor. recently and up. Call 753-2905 or 32. Apts for Rent
wooded Kentucky Lake 69,xxx miles, $2,100.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
BLOCK Building,
1 BR furnished apt., 1 area, from $3,995, nothing 436-2106.
other supervisory overhauled, new tires, 435-4343 or 435-4319.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
positions. Will consider new battery, excellent CLEARANCE SALE. block from campus, down,from $39 month,for 1977 MERCURY Mon- basements, garages,
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
anything related or condition. Trailer heavy Rear tine tillers. Supply $155 month. No pets-. home, mobile home, free arch 4 dr., brown, footing. floors, driveways.
Also
brick
work,
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
unrelated. Resume duty, tandem axle, axle, limited. Prices good 153-5980 or 753-1203.
information phone Mr. 76,xxx miles, sharp.
large
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
or
small
jobs. 24
$2,250. 489-2547.
furnished. Farmington. electric brakes, 12x6 14/ while they last, All have 1 AND 2 BR apts. near Shell 1-800-521-4996.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
years experience. 753Briggs
1977
and
Stratton
T
-BIRD,
502-345-2036.
pw,
downtown
Murray. 753•KITCHEN CPO:11NET TOPS • VANITIES
ranks, heavy duty hitch
bucket seats, Pioneer 5476
TEACHER will tutor and jack stand. 753-7246 engines, 3 forward 4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844. 46. Homes for Sale
•cusrom BUILT FURNITURE 8
FURNITURE REFINISHING
students after school or or 753-9648. West Ky. speeds and reverse. 5 1 BR furnished, lease 3 BR, 1 bath, 5i base- stereo, $2,100. 753-6398 ON Copy and Restora
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
HP, $399.99; .8 HP, and deposit. Adults ment,
in the summer. For Trailer Sales.
close to college. or 753-3879.
•
lion
West Ken go • Drop By A Soo
Wallin Hard- only. No pets. Call after Call 753-7261. Moving 1977 TRANS AM, tilt
details call 753-7129.
WILL trade dark fired $499.99.
Our Olapiety
lucky
Finest
s
ware,
Paris,
Tn.
and
cruise, electric
MOTHER and son will tobacco plants for
4p.m., 759-4756 or 753- priced to sell.
CARTER
STUDIO
SAWDUST
windows.
Call between
for sale. 9208.
mow yards. Call any- Burley plants. Call 492BR, 2% bath home.
300 Maui 753 8298
7a.m. to 3p.m. 492-8727.
Shoemaker Lumber 1 BR furnished apt and 1 Located on approx.
time, 759-9317.
8280. H.H. Brown.
10
Co.,- Hwy. 22 North, BR furnished apt. Close acres of land 52(
)1 miles
McKenzie, TN. 901-352- to University. Call 753- southeast Alf Murray.
3
First Class Repair Service
5777.
3134.
large barns, $68,000. If
SATELLITE Service, 1 BR unfurnished, 2 BR interested, call 753-6199
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
system repairs, tune-' furnished. Lease and or after 5:30753.5328
Work Guaranteed
ups, upgrades and new deposit. Adults only. No 3 BR frame home,
sale. Tri-State Satellite pets. Call 753-9208 after located at 1008 Olive St.,
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Sales, 315 Tyson Ave. 4p.m.
large lot with garden
Paris, TN. We repair 2 BR duplex in Nor- space. $20,000. 753-9775.
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
anyone's satellite thwood. Central heat ABOUT 1 mile south of
a.
system.-.901-642-5344. and- air,- appliances New-- Providence,
VIC 20 Computer with furnished. Wall to wall cluded is a good electric
King Size Water Bed
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES.
data set, excellent con- carpeting. $265/month. cook stove, refrigeraDON'T MISS THIS!
•
1-w%
g
dition. $120. Call after 759-4406.
Silver
Gold
tor, air conditioner and
Ready for a change? Come join us in our naUV Complete
1
6p.m. 436-2455.
gas
heater.
2
BR
Closed
duplex,
Call
Closed
1214
Peggy
tionwide tour to Reno, the Rockies, West
492-8316.
WATER Heaters. Elec- Ann, Murray. 492-8225.
Yesterday 392.75
Yesterday
9.43
Piece
3
Living Room Suite
Coast Beaches and a weekend vacation in
tric, double healing 2 BR duplex with car- ROME FOR SALE
Opened
Opened
Vegas. To qualify: Must be 18 or over, enelements, round glass port, utility room, GATESBOROUGH.
Today
391.50
9.34
Today
lined tanks, 5 year washer/dryer hookup, Custom built, 3 BR, 2
thusiasticland ready to leave immediately. No
Down
Down
1.25
.09
guarantee, 30 gal., central heat and air, bath, with beautiful
experience necessary. We train you at a 2
4000 lb. Come-a-Long $510
$109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50 stove, refrigerator and landscaping. ASCompliments of:
week all expense paid program. Transportation
gal. $139.99. Wallin garbage disposal fur- SUMABLE LOAN.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
Brentwood Hall Tree
provided year round. No layoffs. Annually
Hardware.
nished. $200 deposit, FIXED RATE. Owner
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
bonuses up to $700 with a 2 week Christmas
relocat
ing. Call
$275 month. Call 753P4/ Brass & Copper Spittoon $745
753-7113
26. TV -Radio
759-4787.
5400.
vacation. For interview see Mr. Triplett, Tues094/
We buy Gold. Silver 8 Diamonds
GE 19" color TV., 0 BR furnished apt. HOUSE, about 1 mile
day, June 5th at the Holiday Inn. Murray, 12-5.
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12-5 Sunday
remote control, audio near college. Evenings, South of New Providence,
Must apply in person.
included is a good cook
output for stereo, $300. 753-6045 or 759-1671.
Call 759-9873 or 753-9227.
0 ROOM unfurnished stove, refrigerator, air
apt., electric heat, near conditioner and gas heater. Call 492-8316.
Courthouse, Grocery
churches. Pre.fer REDUCED $14,500.
middle-age lady. No OWNER SAIDS
children or pets. 753- SELL!!! the bargain is
YOURS, located at 506
1299.
FURNISHED basement Cherry Street, this
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
apt. Single only. Utility home now offered at
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
$30,500.
This
home
is
furnishes'. $150 per
month. Call after 8p.m. priced for below replacement cost! 3 BR.
753-8878.
FURNISHED apts. ef- living room, den, kitficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also chen. MUST see this
sleeping rms. Zim- home. Call Spann
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
merman Apts., S. 16th Realty Associates. 7537724 or 753-7726.
St. 753-6609.
Phone 753-5351 / 753-5352
LARGE furnished 2 BR. 47. Motorcycles
Available now. 753-8731.
1972 HONDA 450 with
33. Rooms for Rent
tarring, trunk, new tires
FOR Men Students. and battery. $800. Call
TROUBLES
Furnished room has 753-7908.
If
it's
with well
central air and kitchen 1974 HONDA 750. good
facilities. 1626 condition. Call 759-1848
pumps,
plumbin
after
5p.m.
Hamilton. 436-5479 after
'
Chimney
1980 -7--AMAHA 650
5p.m.
or
electric,
then
I
Covers Bird
Special,
excellent
conScreens
ROOMS for college
have the answer.
- - 10% Discount
women, near campus, dition, many extras.
. On Any
• kitchen and study areas $950. 753-9291.
Coll
John
Glover,
AlUTIMUIPI and
Vinyl
Chimney Swot
available. $100 foe each 1980 YAMAHA 650
During April
Stdonc Custom trim
licensed with 26
summer session. 753- Special, excellent condition, 5,xxx miles,
Referencts.
•ork
6783.
years experience.
$1,150. Call 753-0457.- Call Will Ed Bailey,
34. Houses for Rent
Answering service
1981 YAMAHA XS-1100,
753-3445
753 0689
2 BR house at Pan- excellent contlition.
provided.
762-4792
orama Shores. Availa-- under 10,000 mires, well
7
ble now. Adults maintained, with expreferred. Deposit re- tras. Call 492-8807.
19133 HONDA VF 1100.
quired. Call 436-2755.
I BR house southwest of 753-3939RANDY
Lynn Grove. Deposit 1983 HONDA 506
THORNTON
Shadow, 1,500 miles,
required. 435-4195.
HEATING AND AIR
Send. • your
1 BR house near col- like new, 51.600.
753-9892.
lege. Evenings
CONDITIONING INC.
packages the eas\,
753-6045.
48. Auto Services
way
UNFURNISHED .
2
Use our .convient
Free Estimates
story fragie house. 1 CAR Batteries. 24
I -- Bath. 14 thsFhtent, city series, 36 montjr
service We accept
Vikra
Steam or
utilities. no pets, guarantee, $27.99: 60
ELEcTRIcAL

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983
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k°Discount Outlet

CAR STEREO

601 S. 4th
Open 8:30-5:30

World of Sound

Truck Load Sale

999

0.,

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

914

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co. .‘

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Chim Chim

153-6952

SAVE BY USING
R
OAK T& POPLAR

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

4u. SeLES CASH - NO LIMIT

BAILEY'S FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
Murray.

"Industriat -Road

Ky

posit. 502-369-8958 after $37.99: 27 series, 36
4p.m. eastern daylight month guarantee,
• $2.99, 60 month
time.
guarantee. $39.99:
37. Livestock-Supplies
Wallin Hardware,
UREBRE- D Re- Paris, TN.
gistered Arabian Geld- GOOD Recongltioned
ing. 4 - years old. Bay Auto Batteries, •
c9lor Call-759-9541 after guaranteed! .$15 ex•
change. Call 753-3711.
m

S
c15.taa_erfirIlL
S ipment
The Ossultel
Aso deader ter asks awed sawwhip I. Mune,and C•liewory
cwarAYisibeelltill/C.

733-Sill

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7499
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-Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5127
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OBITUARIES
Set-% ices for
Mrs. Lassiter
sere todav
Services for Mrs. Lee
Lassiter were today at
11 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Thomas
Small officiated. Music
was by Diana Tatlock,
soloist, and Mrs. Emma
Knight, organist.
Pallbearers were
John Lassiter, Lynn
Lassiter, Ralph Bogard,
Nolan Wilkerson, Joe
Price Richerson and
Billy Joe Kingins.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Lassiter, 83, 506
Vine St., Murray, died
Saturday at 4 p.m: at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah: Her husband,
Jesse W. Lassiter, died
in 1973.
She was a member of
the Good Shepherd
United Methodist
Church.
Born Dec. 31. 1900, in
GrAyes County, she was
the daughter of the late
Francis Asbury Wilkerson and Louise Price
Wilkerson.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Allen
( Betty ) Poole, Rt. 5; one
sister, MTS. Adele
Richerson. Benton; one
brother, Francis
.Wilkerson, Murray.
Three surviving
grandchildren are Rob
Phyllis Carlen, Frisco,'
Texas, and. Joe D.
Poole, Van Buren AFB,
Calif.; two greatgrandchild; ren,
Kimberly Poole and
Joseph Allen Carlen.

11.C. %dams
rites said
Sunda)
Tile-luneral for Walter
Cleburne Adams was
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. Louis
Piskula officiated. Gus
Robertson, Jr., was
soloist with Mrs. Allene
Knight as organist.
Pallbearers were
Steve Sexton, Cecil Farris, Wayne Flora, Joe
Dick, A.A. Doherty and
John Trotter.
•
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 75, 201
North 10th St., Murray,
died Friday at 3:30 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He had been manager
of the Murray Auto Auction for the past 10
years. Prior to that time
he and Keith Kennedy
had operated a service
station and auto sales
here. He also had
earlier worked for 15
years at Ryan Milk Co.
Mr. Adams was a
member of the First
Baptist Church.
Born May 21, 1909, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Walter Adams and
Maude Taylor Adams.
He is survived by his
wife, Mts. Anna Mary
McDougal Adams, to
whom he was married
on Dec. 19.,. 1931; one
sister, Mrs. Charles
(Fay) Miller, Murray;
two brothers, W.H.
Adams, Murray, and
Hugh Adams, Seattle,
Wash.

Silk initially spread from China to Rome by
way of the Silk Road. By the 13th century„ Italy
had become the silk center of the West. Moslems
carried silk across North Africa to the Iberian
Peninsula

°FREE* $5000" BOND FREE*
0

Hite., today% for 11r. Henderson lIrs. Churchill dies Sunda) Clinton Edwards dies today
The funeral for Ray
Henderson, Sr., is today
at 2 p.m. at the Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
where he wa..s a
member. The Rev.
Robert Truitt and the
Rev. L.E. Moore are
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Unity Cemetery.
Linn-Vasseur Funeral
Home, Benton, is in
charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Henderson, 83,
Renton, dipri
Rt 1

Saturday at 1:10 a.m. at
Mrs. Rebecca Wear Imes and Mrs. Larry
Clinton Edwards, 68, Edith Edwards.
Murray:Calloway Coun- Churchill, 83, 1507 Car- (Martha Anne) Page, Rt. 1, Dexter, died today
He is survived by his
ty Hospital. He was a dinal Dr., Murray, died all of Nashville, Tenn., at 4:40 a.m. at the
wife, Mrs. Pauline
retired farmer.
Sunday at 2:15 p.m. at and Ronald W. Chur- Western Baptist Gream Edwards; one
He was the son of the Murray-Calloway Coun- chill III, Houston, Hospital, Paducah.
daughter, Mrs. Jackie
late Charlie Henderson ty Hospital.
Texas.
Born March 13, 1916, (Phyllis) Mohler,
and Evie Henderson.
Her husband, Ronald
Eleven great- he was the son of Jeff Brewers; one son, ClifTwo sisters and one W. Churchill, Sr., died grandchildren and one Edwards and the
late ton Edwards and wife,
brother preceded him in Jan. 2, 1981. She also step great-grandchild
Judy, Dexter; his
death.
was preceded in death also survive.
father, Jeff Edwards,
Survivors include his by one granddaughter,
The funeral will be
Dexter; four grandwife, Mrs. Gertie Mae Mrs. Lynne Walker Jen- Wednesday at 10 a.m. in
children; one greatHenderson; five nings, in July 1981, two the chapel of J.H. Churgrandchild.
daughters, Mrs. Ruby sisters, Mrs. Oneida chill Funeral Home.
Mr. Edwards was
Smith, Dearborn Ford and Miss Emily
'
willfollow in
Burial
preceded in death by
Heights, Mich., Mrs. Wear, and one brother, the Murray City
one sister. Mrs.
Ruth Davenport and Elliott Wear.
Cemetery.
Kathleen McDaniel, and
Mrs. Lena. Fountain,
Mrs. Churchill, a
Friends may call at
AMRITSAR, India two brothers, Ellin EdHardin, Mrs. Lalalh licensed funeral direc- the funeral home after (AP) — Punjab
wards and Hugh V.
state
Etheridge and Mrs.Bet- tor, had worked with her noon on Tuesday.
was at a virtual stand- Edwards.
ty Smith, Benton; two husband while they
still -today as army
In charge of arsons, Ray Henderson, operated the J.H. Churtroops sealed off its rangements will be the
Jr., and Robert E. chill Funeral Home.
borders and enforced a
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Henderon, Benton.
She was a member of
travel ban and curfew in
Home where friends
Two surviving the First Baptist Church
Mrs. Dessarie Dailey
an attempt to control
may call after 6 p.m.
Outland, 81, 150 Augusta brothers are Louis where she had been acSikh terrorism.
tonight (Monday).
St., Paducah, died Sun- Henderson, Hardin, and -five in all phases of the
At least 47 people
day at 10:45 p.m. at Hervin Henderson, church. She was a
have been killed and
. 'A-7*s'•
Lourdes Hospital, Almo. Also surviving member of the Delta
more than 70 injured
Paducah. Her husband, are 22 grandchildren, Department of the Mursince Friday in Sikh
Clayborn McCuiston, violence in the northern
Carmon Outland, died several great. ray Woman's Club,
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
grandchildren and Murray Magazine Club 75, Rt. 5, died Sunday at
Aug. 6, 1983.
state. At least 350 people
rare can rerrnoyr rounnpr,
several
nieces
and
Born June 19, 1902, in
to 74 bolo.« tht• ground
and Business and Pro- 9:05 a.m. at the Murray. have been killed in the
435 4343 o• 435 0319
Calloway County, she nephews.
fessional Women's Club. Calloway County past three months and /
We Now Haul Pit Gravel
was the daughter of the
Born Dec. 20, 1900, in Hospital.
600 in three years.
Sign rensm
late Wallace Dailey and
He had been
Calloway County, she
Dora Jane Blakley
NEW YORK (AP) — was the daughter of the employed by Murray
Dailey.
Taking down the civil late Daniel M. Wear and Silica Sand, Inc. He was
a member of the Poplar
She was a member of defense sign at the Minnie Cobb Wear.
the First Baptist Church, Roman Catholic Holy
Mrs. Churchill is sur- Spring Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 28, 1908, in
at Lone Oak where she Name Church in upper vived by two daughters,
had been a Sunday Manhattan, its pastor, Mrs. John (Martha) Calloway County, he
School teacher for 35 the Rev. Robert O'Con- Imes, Rt. 1, Almo, and was the son of the late
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OLD FASHIONED
GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday, June 3 through
Sunday, June 10
Evening Service 7:30

OLD FASHIONED
PREACHING

Evangelist: Preston Cotham
Hillsboro, Texas

OLD FASHIONED
SINGING

Leader: W.T. Winn
Mayfield, Kentucky
GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

$5000" BOND FREE* $5000"w
0

FREE $5000°° BOND

• During The Month Of June, After You Purchase A
•
• New Chevrolet Car Of Truck From Dwain Taylor

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

III
IN

Chevrolet, We Will Give You A s5000w Municipal Bond.
*This Must Be 0
On A New Car 0
Or Truck That
Is Sold &
Delivered In
June From
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
The
5000" Bond
Is Federally
Tax Free
And
Can Not
Be Applied
Toward The 16
Purchase
Price
Of The
Vehicle.
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'
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•
0
0

- ----
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IN

0

This
Bond
Can Bp
Received
After The
Purchase
Of Any New
Chevrolet Car,
Truck, Van.
0 Such As Caprice,
Impala,
Monte Carlo,
Celebrity, Camero, Citation, Cavalier,
Chevettes, Corvettes, Pick-ups,(2 or
4 wheel), S-10's(2 or 4 wheel) Vans,
Blazers (S10 or full size), El Caminos
& Suburbans.
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STEP-ON-IT
SALE.

arglo now you can 0a0.00 la001.191
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In Stock
Commercial
Carpet

6-9-12 & 14 Ft. Widths

In Stock
Rubber Back
Shag

I0
%Off

S 100 Off

12 & 15 Ft Widths

1.69 yd

Per Su. Yd.

In Stock
Plush Carpet

In Stock
Hi Lo Shags

0%

$I •0
0Off

Off

Per Sq. Yd.

Philadelphia Carpets Special Sale

vo

Reg.

Sale

Beyond Berber 11.99

10.99
15.99
9.99
14.99

Arpage

1 7 25

Soft Hearted

1 0 99

Seattle Slew

1 6.99

•

•
0
•

Reg

Sale

13.99

Affirmed

1 9.99

12.75
17.99

Velvet Mood

16.99

15.75

Velvet Elegance

20.49

18.99

Secretariat

Fantastic Savings On Already
Carpets
- -Low Pr

Inlosist
ThOs Send Is StrAlost To 'Orly liodomotionpn
AI A Disscosot Rol• From Foes. Amount Thus lady
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•
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.40.
0
.
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1.
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In Stock
No-Wax Vinyls

I
Missouri Housing Development Commission Zero Coupon Bonds Available
Housing Development Revenue Series
1984 AA Rated Missouri Housing
Development Commission is soley
responsible for -the marketability and
credit worthiness of the above mentioned bonds. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
representation as to their
makes
credit worthiness on marketabilty.

....

Joe Smith's Carpet Center
Hwy. 641 North

753-6660

i000 BOND FREE* $5000" BOND FREE* $5000" BOND FREE*
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